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ABSTRACT 
A modification of Hansen's solution of the lunar prob- 
lem by Musen has been programmed and verified by du- 
plicating some of Hansen's series. Methods were developed 
for manipulating trigonometric series with numerical 
coefficients and literal arguments. The program described 
will be used to calculate perturbations and ephemerides of 
both natural and artificial satellites. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF HANSEN'S COORDINATES IN THE 
LUNAR PROBLEM BY THE METHOD OF ITERATION 
by 
Milton L. Charnow 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
INTRODUCTION 
This modification of Hansen's solution of the lunar problem (References 1 and 2) was suggested 
by Musen (Reference 3) and programmed by the author. 
satellites with high inclinations. The modification is adjusted to the use of the process of iteration, 
thus contributing to the uniformity of the programming and facilitating treatment of the problem by 
modern digital computing machines. Hansen's original lunar theory requires the use of the deriv- 
atives of the disturbing function with respect to the eccentricity and the parameters determining 
the orbit plane's position. This means that a literal development of the disturbing function must be 
obtained before the numerical values of the elements can be substituted. The present modification 
permits a numerical development of the disturbing function. 
This theory can be used for planetary 
In order to reproduce some of Hansen's series,  it was necessary to devise methods for the 
machine to perform both numerical and algebraic manipulations. The trigonometric s e r i e s  em- 
ployed in the lunar problem a r e  slowly convergent. The original program allowed 50 t e rms  to a 
series.  Of the two completed versions, the program written for the IBM-7094 Mod 11 allows for 
200 terms to a ser ies  and the Univac 1107 version allows 3,333 terms to a series.  
The IBM 7094 program utilizes the double core  storage of 65,000 words. The Univac 1107 
program uses 500,000 words of drum storage and allows 10,000 words of storage for each series.  
Almost the entire 65,000 word core storage of the Univac 1107 is used as accumulators to bring 
in the ser ies  to be operated on and to accumulate the results. Core storage of 20,000 words is 
used as an accumulator to store the resultant series. 
A complete package of routines to multiply, add, subtract, scalar multiply, differentiate, inte- 
grate, and evaluate trigonometric series and to extract the numerical coefficient of any argument 
was written. By the uses of these tools, ser ies  manipulations are programmed almost as easily as 
numerical calculations. 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
The Hansen lunar theory utilizes trigonometric t e rms  of five arguments multiplied by a nu- 
merical coefficient. The arguments a r e  g, g ' ,  W ,  W' and y ,  of which g and g' represent the mean 
1 
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anomalies of the satellite and the sun (the perturbed and perturbing bodies) while w and w '  represent 
the mean arguments of perigee of the perturbed and perturbing bodies and y represents a fictitious 
mean anomaly of the auxiliary satellite. For example, the largest t e rm in the no 6z ser ies  is the 
evection term; its value is 4466". 9 s i n  (1g - 2 g '  + 2w - 2w' ) . 
A number scheme was developed to represent a cosine o r  sine. This scheme is normalized to 
the number 00505050+08. The evection te rm in this notation is 44669000+04 - 01485248+08 
+ 50505050+08. Of these three words, the first is an ordinary number. The second and third are 
logic words which permit a representation of a trigonometric te rm with as many as eight argu- 
ments in literal form whose multipliers can assume any value from +49 to -49. The first argument 
is positive and can assume values from 0 to 99. 
The par ts  composing the multiplication routine are multiplier, collapser, and arranger. After 
each te rm of a ser ies  is multiplied, it is compared with every te rm previously generated so that 
the resultant series has no duplicates. The resultant series is then arranged in descending order  
of the numerical coefficients. 
In addition to the routines described, Appendix B shows an example of a sample series print- 
out programmed by T. P. Gorman. 
COLLECTION OF FORMULAS AND DISCUSSION 
A Bessel-function routine is employed to generate the numerical coefficients of the input se r ies  
( p / a ' )  COS 4 through a ' / p '  . The input se r ies  have literal arguments. The major iterative loop 
begins with the calculation of the s1 series.  The disturbing function is generated from the s and the 
p series.  When the ser ies  representing the d$/dt , dh2/dt and dh,/dt functions have been formed, 
the values of no y , no a and no T a r e  determined by imposing the condition that the ser ies  representing 
those functions contain no constant terms. 
The values, n o  y , no  a and n o  7 relate to the motion of the lunar perigee, lunar node, and solar 
perigee. The ser ies  
a re  obtained by the formal integration process. The no  6z ser ies  is computed from the dno Fz/dt 
ser ies  after c1 and c 2  a r e  calculated SO that no 6 z  contains no constant o r  s i n  g terms. 
The no 6z ser ies  has been computed; now the 
a re  constructed for final output o r  for use in 
of no y, no a ,  and no 7 have converged. This 
I T, Y, w and u 
the next iteration. They are complete when the values 




One iteration is completed in approximately one hour on the Univac 1107 
T h e  following input values w e r e  used: 
n o  = 0.228027130 r adians/day 
Io = 0.089826279 radians 
eo = 0.054908070 
n '  = 0.01720197 radians/day 
e' = 0.01679226 
- _  - 0.00569091504 m' a 2  
a3 
m' a3 -= 0.000014054 
a I 4  
m' a 4  




The following standard formulas of the elliptic motion are used; however, if preferred, Cayley's 
Tables can be used instead. 




? I  
1 tm J,' (pea) 
1 + ij e: - 2e0 C p COSPY 1 - _  P -  
aO 
p - 1  
ta 
"O P = 1 + 2 x  J p ( p e o ) c o s p y  , 
p= 1 
and 
t m  
$ = 1 + J, ( p e ' ) c o s p g '  . 
p= 1 
Beginning of Iteration 
4 
2 a ~ n ~  p s i n 4  
N, = - * - -  1 - e t  a~ ,/%- 
"0 a. p2 
M3 = + - - -  1 -e,' a t  
m' a 3  
a '4  
a '  7 . (3 5 s 3 -  7j 3 s p 2 )  , 0 2  = ~. 
m' a4 a '  r ,  . (7 s 4 -  - 3 l5 4 s 2 p 2  t g p 4 )  a3 = - * -  a ' s  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
n = n, + n, + n, t 
an - 8% a*, an3 
d y - -  ay ay aY + - + - +  ... I 
5 
m ' a 4  a '  15 
do dn 
Ti M i d 3 ; + N i ' p d p  ( i  = 1, 2, 3) : 
- 
d n  Gi 
H i  = x$ ( n o  Z Z ) "  ay" ( i  = 0,  1, 2, 3, 4) , 
n 
1 dfl' dh, = + n o  oh, + H ,  - 3 ( + A ,  s i n e  + A ,  c o s e )  dt  s i n  i '  dt ' 
6 
~ -. . . . . 
- -  d z  dt - - n o d ,  +H, + T  1 ( + ~ , c o s e - ~ , s i n e )  - s i n i ' x  dn' 9 
- -  a 3  dt - + n o ~ ~ ,  +H, t ~ ( + ~ , c o s e + X ~ s i n ~ ) -  1 s i n i ' d t  n' 9 
_ -  a 4  dt - - n o + ,  +H, + ~ ( + X , ~ i n B - h , c o s B ) .  1 s i n i ' - &  dR' . 
Where 
[+I9 [TI ,  [ V I ,  [ A i ]  ( i  = 1,  2 ,  3, 4) 
is the series obtained by the formal integration process, 
Y = [YI , 
(a: -)- (: -) = c(no")n d" - P 
- cos$ , n!  dgn a. - cos f - cos+  
" 
no 6 2 ) "  d" - 
s i n +  , 
dg" a~ 
n 
" O Y  p z  
+ B = A, + A 2 c o s g t - * *  3 
- 
P 3 - cos$  + 3 e o  = pcos g t ; 
a0 
7 
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w = - 
1 - 
u -   + (A-F)  - 3  (A+W>V ; 
(11) = const. i n  {([Al] t [A,])' t ([A2] - [A3]) '} ' 
(12) = const. in {([A,] - [A4])'  + ([A2] + [A3]) '} ' 
A Z  t 2~ (cos 3 I, + s i n  2 I,) + (11) = o , 1 1 
8 
End of I teration 
O I  
0 
A, ( a )  = r1  0  COS^ - s i n a  , 
0 + s i n a  +  COS^ 




a, e ,  n 
eo  
the mean semi-major axis of the satellite's orbit 
the osculating elements of the satellite 
the mean eccentricity of the satellite's orbit 
f the osculating true anomaly 
1' the true anomaly of the disturbing body 
g = go + no t 
go 
the undisturbed mean anomaly of the satellite 
satellite's mean anomaly at the epoch 
I, the mean value of the mutual inclination of two orbit planes 
- 2 ~  the periodic part  in $ - $' 
1 = g + n o  t + n o  6 z  the perturbed mean anomaly of the satellite 0 
m' 
- 2 ~  
the mass of the disturbing body 
the periodic part  in $ + $' 
n o  the mean anomalistic mean motion of the satellite (ao  is defined as n0-2/3 ; 
the gravitational constant is put equal to 1) 
n o  6 z  
- m o a t  
the perturbations in the satellite's mean anomaly 
the secular part  i n $  + $'  
+m0 T t  the secular part in $ - $' 
r the position vector of the satellite, r = I r I 
r' the position vector of the disturbing body, I r' I = r '  = ? 
T, 7 the radius vector and the true anomaly depending upon 1 , where ? cos 7 
r - 0 .  = a. ( c o s E - e o )  , + -  r s i n  f = a. s i n  E ,  and E - e o  s i n E  = 1 1 - e  
S c o s ( r ,  r ' )  
10 
v the true orbital longitude of the satellite, reckoned from the departure point in 
the satellite's orbit plane 
V' the true orbital longitude of the disturbing body, reckoned from the departure 
point in the body's orbit plane 
y the auxiliary mean anomaly; y is replaced by 2 at the later stage of computation 
A the distance between the satellite and the disturbing body 
A,, A,, A,, A, the parameters defining the periodic perturbations of the orbit plane, where 
A ,  = s i n  1 / 2  cos N , A, = s i n  1 / 2  s i n N  , A, = cos 1 / 2  s i n K  , and A, = cos 1/2 cos K 
the perturbations in the radius vector r , where r = ( 1  t u )  7 u 
no + no yt the mean orbital longitude of the pericenter of the satellite 
7 ~ ;  t no y ' t the mean orbital longitude of the pericenter of the disturbing body 
p ,  4 the radius vector and the true anomaly depending upon the auxiliary 'mean 
anomaly y ,  where p cos 4 = a, (cos  E - e , )  , p s in4  = a, 4- s i n  E , and 
E - e o  s i n  E = y 
Z, 6 the radius vector and the true anomaly depending upon g , where P COS 6 
= a o ( c o s Z -  e , ) ,  ; s i n $ =  a o i z  sin;, m d 2 - e o s i n Z  = g 
O' the true orbital longitude of the node of the disturbing body's orbit plane; the 
fixed ecliptic and equinox serve a s  a reference 
the true orbital longitude of the osculating pericenter of the satellite 
$ the true orbital longitude of the common node, as reckoned from the departure 
point in the orbit plane of the satellite 
$' the true orbital longitude of the common node, a s  reckoned from the departure 
point in the orbit plane of the disturbing body 
$,, $; the constant par ts  in IC, and 3' 
9 the disturbing function 
Jn 
- dr  the radial component of the disturbing force 
d n  
- J z  the component of the disturbing force normal to the orbit plane 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
Comparison of the results from the method of iteration and from Hansen is shown in Tables 1, 
2 and 3 which follow. 
11 
~~ 
sin (ig, i' g ' ,  
Table 1 
Comparison of no 6z from the Method of Iteration and from Hansen. 
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Comparison of u Series from the Method of Iteration and from Hansen. 
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APPLICATION TO LUNAR SATELLITE 
This program was used to calculate the perturbations of an artificial lunar satellite. The 
numerical values of the inputs, the outputs representing n o  6 z ,  (Table 4) v (Table 5) and the lambda 
parameters (Tables 6, 7 ,  8, 9), and the values of no y ,  n o  U ,  and n o  77 follow. 
Inputs 
n = 3.6782734 radians 
I = 0.13962634 radians 
e = 0.20000000 
n '  = 0.22997151 
e' = 0.0549 
m' a 2  
a I 3  
m' a 3  
__ = 0.00013972 
a I 4  
m' a 4  
- = 0.00000506 
a i s  
= 0.00386159 
Values of Constants 
no y = 1.0266 degrees/day 
no a = 0.6460 degrees/day 
no T )  = 0.0030 degrees/day 
14 
s i n ( i g + i ’ g ’ + j w + j ’ w ‘ )  
~ 




























0, 2,  3, -3 
0, 1, -1, 1 
0, 2, -2, 2 
1, -2, 2, -2 
1, -3, 2,  -2 
1, 0, 1, -1 
1, -1, 1, -1 
1, 0, -1, 1 
1, -1, 0, 0 
1, -1, 2, -2 
1, -2, 1, -3 
1, -2, 3, -3 
1, -4, 2, -2 
1, -2, 3, -1 
1, -3, 3, -3 
1, 2, -2, 2 
1, -2, 1, -1 
1, -2, 0, -2 
1, -4, 3, -3 
Table 4 
Numerical Values of the Outputs Representing no 6 z. 
sin (ig + i ’  g ‘  + jw + j’  w ‘ )  
2, -2, 2, -2 
2, -3, 2, -2 
2, -4, 4, -4 
2, -3, 3, -3 
2, -1, 2, -2 
2 ,  -2, 1, -3 
2, 0, 1, -1 
2, -5, 4, -4 
2, 0, -1, 1 
2, -4, 2, -2 
2, -1, 1, -1 
2, -2, 3, -1 
2, -2, 3, -3 
2, -1, 0, 0 
2, 0, 2, 0 
2, 0, 0, 0 
2, -2, 4, -2 
2, 1, 0, 0 
2, -4, 3, -3 
3, -2, 2 ,  -2 
3, -4, 4, -4 




~ 3, -5, 4, -4 
4, -2, 2, -2 
4, -4, 4, -4 
15 
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Table 5 
Numerical Values of the Outputs Representing the u Series. 






































































































Numerical Values of the Outputs 










Numerical Values of the Outputs 
Representing the Lambda 2 Series. 
sin (ig + i '  g '  + j w +  j '  w ' )  
0, 2,  0, 2 
0, 0, 2 ,  0 
0, 1, 0, 0 
0, 3, 0, 2 
0, 1, -1, 0 
0, 2, -2, 2 
0, 1, 0, 2 
0, 0, 1, -1 
0, 1, 1, 1 
1, -2, 2 ,  - 2  
1, 0, 2, 0 
1, 0, 0, 0 
2, -2, 2, -2 
















Numerical Values of the Outputs 
Representing the Lambda 3 Series. 
sin (ig + i '  g' + j W  + j '  w ' )  
0, 2, 0, 2 






Numerical Values of the Outputs 






A comparison of the results, which indicates the accuracy required for the production of gen- 
eral theories, and ephemerides of satellites of the outer planets have been achieved. Lunar theory 
has been employed solely for verification. Future plans include the application of this program to 
the orbits of both natural and lunar satellites. 
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I 00205  +OOCCCCOO+OC 
S 00157  0 0 1 7 s  CCCO5 
R 00183  COO33 
A C O O l S  COO33 COO30 
S COO19 00015 CCCO5 
A 001S7 OC197 CC033 
A 00205 00205  CC007 
A 00183  00183  CC005 
S 0 0 1 8 4  00183  00005 
C 00185  004SR GO183 
G 00186 00459  C0183 
B 00178 
H 00198 
s 00019 c c o i 9  ocoo7  
R GO180 
G 00187 005co 00183 
A 00184 o o i a 4  o c c o 5  
R C o l e 1  
L INE 0 0 5 2 1  
STCIRE C 
S T O R E  C *  
S T C R E  C *  CONT. 
END ARR I F  NU OF T E R M S  LARGEK THAN 2N-1 
177  -1 TU + 1  AND R A C K  
LAST R T E R M  
LAST A T E R M  
3 N SUR C 
2N+N 
N SUB C-3 
OR Z E R  
C 
C* 
C * *  
PncE 014  










B 00158  0 0 5 3 1  
0 0 5 3 2  
00533  







B 00198  0 0 5 4 1  









0055  1 







B 0 0 1 8 1  00559  
00560  
K = 002CC 
w 
w 
L I N E  00560  PAGE G14 
L I N E  00561 K = O C 2 C O  PAGE 015  
G 002CO 005C1 C0184 c S U B  x 
G 002C3 00502 C0184 
G GO2C2 005C3 C0184 C** S U B  x 
C COO06 CC185 OC193 
R 001S1 GO185 
C O O O G h  OC2CO C0195 
4 00192 002CO 
+ R C0196 
C 00191  00192 COl82 00196 
E GO182 
+ B 00190 
H 00561  C0184 C0185 
H 005C2 00184 GO186 
H 005C3 OC184 C0187 
R COl85 CO2CO 
R 00186 OC2C3 
R GO187 00202 
C 00197  00184 GO181 
H 00458 C0183 00185 
ti 00459 00163  COl86 
H 00500 C0183 C0187 
C 00183  COO19 00206 
C COlS7 00183  C0180 C0425 
E 00425 
+ R 00193  
S O O l S l  COOC6 00185  
E GO194 
B 00195  
S 00152 OCOC6 GO200 
E 00196 
'B  002C6 
H 005CO COO33 00205 
+ H 00425  
E 00499  
C COOC6 00422 C04F9 
A 00424 00424 CCOC7 
0 00204 CC030 COO05 
4 00164 OC033 
B 00194 
R GO182 
8 00194  
8 00196  
B 0019C 
u 00182 
B 0 0 1 9 3  
0 00195 
L3 00206  































0 0 5 9 1  
00592 








K = 002CO L I N E  00600 PAGE 015 
K = OC2CO L I N E  00601 PALE (:16 
A 00164 00164 COO30 
E 00158 
4 B 00209 
I 002C7 +1OCOCCOO+O1 
E 00210 
4 B 00208 
I 00207 -1OCCCCOC+O1 
R 00210 
R 00204 OCOO6 
R GO422 C C C C 7  
M COO33 CC030 OC009 
M 00218 005GO 000C5 
G 00219 00500 CC030 
F” 00219 00215 C C C O S  
A C0219 00215 CCC30 
R 00223 CC030 
R 00221 00033 
I 00238 + C O C C C O O O + O C  
4 00223 00223 CC005 
G 00224 004SA 00223 
H 00498 60223 00224 
C 00219 OC223 00211 
4 B 00211 
F” ~ 0 2 2 4  00224 oc2c7 
I 00220 + C O G O O O O O + O C  
A 00220 C0220 CC005 
G 00225 00498 C0220 
G 00226 00499 00220 
G 00227 005CO 00220 
R 00222 OC030 
A 00222 00222 CC0.05 
G 00228 00458 00222 
G 00229 00459 00222 
G 00230 OC5CO C0222 
C 00226 00229 00214 C0214 
C 00227 OC230 C0214 00214 
A 00225 00225 C0228 
H 004S8 00222 OOCO6 
B 00212 
B 00213 
l64= 2N +N 
B 209 = ACD 
(207)=A@C UR SUBTRACT IND. 
B 208 = SUBTRACT 
3 N  SUB 1 
3N SUB 2 
B STORAGE CGUNTER 
C STORAGE CCUNTER 
B+3 
B 
t OR - tl FOR ADD OR SUBTRACT 
STORE + OK - R 
(220) = A CCUNTER 
(220) + 3  
A 
A +  
A + +  
B COUNrEH + 3  
H 
B +  
B 4 +  
A +  N O T  H* r c  ~ 2 1 4  




& 002G9 00603 
00604 
00605 
H O O Z C M  00606 
00607 






















(1 0 6 3 0 
0063 1 








0 0 6 3 3  
K = CCZCO L I N E  00640 
K = OC2CO 
H 0 0 4 S S  OC222 CCOOb 
H 005CO 0 0 2 2 2  GC006 
R C0471 0 0 2 2 5  
C 0 0 2 2 5  O C C C 6  C0472 
S 0 0 4 7 1  OCOC6 C0225 
R 0 0 4 7 2  
C 0 0 4 7 1  0 0 0 1 6  C0239 
E GO215 
B 0 0 2 1 4  
C 0 0 2 1 9  0 0 2 2 2  CC213 
C 0 0 2 2 5  CCOCb 0 0 2 3 9  0 0 2 3 9  
E 0 0 2 1 5  
B 0 0 2 3 9  
A 0 0 2 2 1  0 0 2 2 1  CCCC5 
A GO238 C0238 CCCC7 
H 0 0 5 C O  CCC33 C0238 
9 CO204 CC238 
H 0 0 4 5 8  0 0 2 2 1  CC225 
H 0 0 4 S 9  OC221 C0226 
H 005C0 0 0 2 2 1  0 0 2 2 7  
c 0 0 2 1 8  0 0 2 2 0  c 0 2 1 2  
R 0 0 2 3 0  OC03C 
A 0 0 2 3 0  0 0 2 3 0  C C C O S  
G 0 0 2 3 1  0 0 4 9 8  0 0 2 3 0  
G C0232 0 0 4 9 5  CC230 
G 0 0 2 3 3  005CG CC230 
C 6 0 2 3 1  0 0 0 0 6  0 0 2 3 5  GO235 
E 0 0 2 3 6  
B 0 0 2 3 5  
A 0 0 2 2 1  0 0 2 2 1  COO05 
A GO238 C0238 CCOC7 
H CO5CO 0 0 0 3 3  C0238 
R 002C4 OC23t! 
H 0 0 4 5 8  O C 2 2 1  CCL31 
H C O 4 S Y  CC221 CC232 
R 0 0 2 1 5  
* B C0216 
R 0 0 2 1 7  
H o n 5 c o  1 1 ~ 2 2 1  c c 2 3 3  
R C0236 
K = C C 2 C C  
L I N E  0 0 6 4 1  PAGE 0 1 7  
B 0 0 4 7 2  
B 0 0 2 1 4  
t) 0 0 2 3 9  
C + 3  
S T O R E  A 
S T O R €  A *  
STORE A * *  
L A S T  A T E R M  
tl 0 0 2 1 5  
ti 0 0 2 1 6  
B 0 0 2 1 7  
B 
B *  
B * *  
n - o  
B 0 0 2 3 5  
S T C R E  P 
S T O R E  H *  
S T O R E  B + *  
ti 0 ~ 2 3 6  
P A G t  0 1 7  
U064 1 
0 0 6 4 2  
0 0 6 4 3  
0 0 6 4 4  
0 0 6 4 5  
0 0 6 4 6  
0 0 6 4 7  
0 0 6 4 8  
0 0 6 4 9  
0 0 6 5 0  
0 0 6 5  1 
0 0 6 5 2  
0 0 6 5 3  
0 0 6 5 4  
0 0 6 5 5  
0 0 6 5 6  
0 0 6 5 7  
0065R 
0 0 6 5 9  
0 0 6 6 0  
0 0 6 6 1  
0 0 6 6 2  
0 0 6 6 3  
0 0 6 6 4  
0 0 6 6 5  
0 0 6 6 6  
0 0 6 6 7  
0 0 6 6 8  
0 0 6 6 9  
0 0 6 7 0  
0 0 6 7 1  
0 0 6 7 2  
0 0 6 7 3  
0 0 6 7 4  
0 0 6 7 5  
0 0 6 7 6  
0 0 6 7 7  
0 0 6 7 8  
0 0 6 7 9  
0 0 6 8 0  
k 
K = C C Z C C  L I N E  C 0 6 8 1  P A L L  U 1 8  
C 0 0 2 1 9  0 0 2 3 0  OC217 
R C0422 CCOC8 
E CO158 
4 B 0 0 2 4 0  
F C U R I E R  C I F F E R E N T I A L  
R 002C4 OCOC6 
R C0422 COO07 
R 0 0 2 4 7  OC030 
C 0 0 0 3 3  CC030 CCCO9 
R 0 0 2 4 8  CC033 
G 0 0 2 5 5  0 0 5 0 0  CC030 
P 0 0 2 5 5  0 0 2 5 5  CCCO5 
A 0 0 2 5 5  0 0 2 5 5  0 0 0 3 0  
A 0 0 2 4 7  0 0 2 4 7  GC005 
R 0 0 2 5 6  COOC7 
G 0 0 2 4 9  0 0 4 9 8  C0247 
G 0 0 2 5 0  004SS C0247 
G 0 0 2 5 9  005CO GO247 
C 0 0 2 5 0  OCOC6 0 0 2 4 6  
S 0 0 2 5 0  OCOC6 0 0 2 5 0  
R 0 0 2 5 6  C C O O 8  
0 0 0 2 5 1  0 0 2 5 0  COO13 
4 0 0 2 5 1  0 0 2 5 1  0 0 0 1 2  
S 0 0 2 5 1  C0251 00012 
C 0 0 2 5 1  OC006 00257  
E 0 0 2 4 4  
+ B 0 0 2 5 7  
C 0 0 2 5 6  OOOC6 GO242 C0243 
4 B 0 0 2 4 3  
C 0 0 2 5 2  0 0 2 4 9  0 0 2 5 1  
R 0 0 2 5 3  0 0 2 5 0  
E 0 0 2 4 5  
4 B 00242  
M 0 0 2 5 2  0 0 2 4 9  0 0 2 5 1  
C 0 0 2 5 2  0 0 2 5 2  OOCO8 
Y 0 0 2 5 3  0 0 2 5 0  OCC08 
I 0 0 2 3 8  +OOCCCCOC+CC 
4 B 0 0 2 4 1  
4 B 0 0 2 4 6  




A 4  
A *  C U N T I N U F C  
h LC)L4h 
C O S  T O  L 5 6 ,  S I N  T O  2 4 4  
A I S  + OR - B GG237 
U 0 3 2 4 3  
b 0 3 2 4 2  
tj 6 0 2 4 5  
P A t i E  @ A &  
0 0 6 a  1 
0 0 6 8 2  
0 0 6 8 3  
0 0 6 8 4  
G06R5 
0 0 6 8 6  
g0687 
0 0 6 8 8  
C.0689 
0 0 6 9 0  
a 0 6 9  1 
U0692 
g0693 
0 0 6 9 4  
0 0 6 9 5  
0U696 
U0697 
U 0 6 9 8  
6 0 6 9 9  
0 0 7 0 0  
0 0 7 0 1  
0 0 7 0 2  
10703 
b0704 
0 0 7 0 5  
0 0 7 0 6  
0 0 7 0 7  
0 0 7 0 8  
0 0 7 0 9  
9 0 7 1 3  
GO71 1 
0 0  712 
0 0 7 1 3  
5 0 7 1 4  
0 0 7 1 5  
3 0 7 1 6  
g0717 
0 0 7 1 8  
0 0 7 1 9  
0 0 7 2 0  
K = OC20G L I N E  0 0 7 2 0  
K = CC200 L I N E  0 0 7 2 1  
A C0248 CC248 CCCO5 
A 0 0 2 3 8  OC238 CC007 
H 005CO CC033 C0238  
Q 002C4 CC238 
H 0 0 4 9 8  0 0 2 4 8  CC252 
H GO459 OC248 OC253 
H 005CC OC248 0 0 2 5 9  
C C0255 0 0 2 4 7  CC241 
R 0 0 4 2 2  OCCC8 
E 0 0 1 9 8  
B CC244 
F O U R I E R  8 A R v  I k T .  SCALPR P U L T I P L Y  €!Y A CONSTANT ANC E X T R A C T  
NUMllER OF T E R V S  T O  ARRANGER 
S T O R t  A +  C O N T I N U E D  
+ 8 GO260 
R 0 0 2 7 6  CCCC7 
E 0 0 2 6 2  
4 8 0 0 2 6 1  
R 0 0 2 7 6  OCOC6 
R 0 0 2 6 2  
R 002C4 CCCO6 
R 0 0 4 2 2  CC007 
G C0277 OC5CO CC030 
M 0 0 2 7 7  0 0 2 1 7  COCO5 
A 0 0 2 7 7  0 0 2 7 7  COO30 
C 0 0 0 3 3  COO30 CCCO9 
H 005CO C O O 3 3  COCO6 
R 0 0 2 7 8  CCC30 
R 0 0 2 7 s  OC033 
I C0238 +OOCCOCCC+OC 
R 0 0 2 5 8  C C C C 7  
G 0 0 2 8 0  004Sh  CC27R 
G C0281  0 0 4 5 s  CC278 
G 0 0 2 8 2  005CG C0278  
C C0281  CCOC6 0 0 2 6 4  
s C0281  OCOCh (30281 
q 0 0 2 5 8  C C O C H  
0 0 0 2 8 3  0 0 2 8 1  CC013 
A 0 0 2 8 3  0 0 2 8 3  CCCl2 
+ B 0 0 2 6 3  
A 0 0 2 7 8  0 0 2 7 e  c c c o s  
0 0 0 2 6 4  
( 2 7 6 ) = 1  B A R  O P E R A T I O N  
( 2 7 6 ) = 0  I N T E G R A T E  
3N 
278=  S E R I E S  COUNTER 
2 7 9 =  STURAGF COUNTER 
T C d k  COUNTER 
( 2 5 8 ) =  S I N  OR C O S  I N D .  
U P D A T E  ( 2 7 8 )  
A 
A *  
A *  C O N T I N U E D  
A +  G O  T O  2 6 4  
( 2 5 8 ) = - 1  S I N  
- A *  T O  + A +  
A * / l O  TU THE S I X T H  
PAGE 019 
0 0 7 2 1  
0 0 7 2 2  
0 0 7 2 3  
0 0 7 2 4  
0 0 7 2 5  
0 0 7 2 6  
0 0 7 2 7  
B 0 0 2 4 4  0 0 7 2 8  
0 0 7 2 9  
0 0 7 3 0  
0 0 7 3 1  
0 0 7 3 2  
B 0 0 2 6 0  0 0 7 3 3  
0 0 7 3 4  
0 0 7 3 5  
B GO261 0 0 7 3 6  
0 0 7 3 7  
B 0 0 2 6 2  0 0 7 3 8  
0 0 7 3 9  
0 0 7 4 0  
0 0 7 4 1  
0 0 7 4 2  
0 0 7 4 3  
0 0 7 4 4  
0 0 7 4 5  
0 0 7 4 6  
0 0 7 4 7  
0 0 7 4 8  
B 0 0 2 6 3  0 0 7 4 9  
0 0 7 5 0  
0 0 7 5 1  
0 0 7 5 2  
0 0 7 5 3  
0 0 7 5 4  
0 0 7 5 5  
U0756  
0 0 7 5 7  
R 0 0 2 6 4  0 0 7 5 8  
0 0 7 5 9  
0 0 7 6 0  
! 
K = OC2CC L I N E  0 0 7 6 0  PAGE 0 1 9  
J 
K = O C Z O O  L I N E  0 0 7 6 1  
S 00283 00283 OC012 
M C0284 C0283 COO13 
S 00285 C0281 00284 
0 00286 C0285 OC014 
A 00287 00286 COO12 
S C0287 00287 COG12 
M 00288 00287 COO14 
S 00289 00285 C0288 
D 00290 00285 CC015 
A 0 0 2 9 1  00290 00012 
S 0 0 2 9 1  0 0 2 9 1  COO12 
P 0 0 2 9 2  0 0 2 9 1  O C O 1 5  
S 00293 00289 00292 
A 00294 00293 COO12 
S 00294 00294 COO12 
A 00205 00205 COCO7 
D 00065 00282 00013 
A 00066 00065 COO12 
S 00066 00066 00012 
M 00068 COO66 OCC13 
S 00069 00282 COO68 
D 00070 0006s OC014 
A 0 0 0 7 1  OC070 00012 
S 0 0 0 7 1  OC071 00012 
Y 00073 0 0 0 7 1  COO14 
S 00074 00065 CC073 
0 00075 OC074 00015 
4 COO76 OC075 COO12 
S 00076 00076 COO12 
Y 00078 OC076 COO15 
S 00079 00074 00078 
A COO80 00079 00012 
s 00080 00080 coo12 
S 00296 00287 CC017 
S 00297 0 0 2 9 1  COO17 
S 00298 00294 CC017 
S 00066 00066 00017 
S 0 0 0 7 1  0 0 0 7 1  COO17 
S 00076 00076 00017 
S 00080 00080 00017 
K = C02CO 
( 2 8 3 ) =  I 
( 2 9 1 ) =  K+SO 
( 2 9 4 1 =  L + S O  
( 6 6 ) =  M+50 
( 7 1 1 =  N t 5 0  









L I N E  00800 










0 0 7 7 1  
00772 
00773 
















0 0 7 9 0  













K = C C 2 C O  
C 00276 OCOG6 C0265 
E 00266 
B C0265 
A 00300 00283  COO66 
S 00066 OCO6h OCC66 
C 00300 00006 00267 00268 
C 00296 OCOC6 C0267 00268  
C 00257  OCOC6 00267 00268 
C 00258 COO06 00207 OC268 
C GOO66 00006  00267 00268 
C COO71 CC006 00267 GO268 
C COO76 OC006 00207 00268 
C COO80 OOCO6 00267 00268 
C (20283 C0283 0 0 2 5 8 ,  
R 00312 OCCC7 
C 00283  CCOC6 00267  OC270 
S 003CO OCOC6 C0300 
S 0024'6 OCOC6 C0296 
S 002S7 OC006 00297  
S GO258 CC006 OOZY8 
S 00066 00006 COO66 
S 00071  CC006 COO71 
S COC76 CCOG6 COC76 
5 0 0 0 8 0  CC006 COO80 
R C0312 O C O O 8  
C GO258 CCCG6 00267 
00280 0 0 2 b O  00312 
C 003CO GO495 CC158 
A 003C1 00296 COG17 
A 00302 00297  CC017 
A 003C3 0 0 2 9 b  OC017 
A 00252 CC071 COO17 
A 00253  CG076 COO17 
C 0 0 3 0 4  003C2 COO15 
F" 00305 00301  COO14 
C 00300 00300 COO13 
R C026R 
R 00267 
a ~ 0 2 5 1  O O O ~ ~  c c o i 7  
a 00254  coo80  c c c i 7  
K = 00200 
L I N E  00801 
2 6 5 ~  H A 9 9  2 6 6 = I N T .  
T U  I N T E G R A T I O N  R O U T I N E  




K = O  
L=O 
M = O  
N = O  
o=o 
P = O  
( 3 1 2 ) = + 1  S I G N  C H A N G E  ORD 
- I *  TO + I *  
312-1 S I G N  C H A N G E  I N D I C A T O R  
I +  99 ~ l . r r i  
J+50 
K + 5 0  
L + 5 0  
M+50 
N + 5 0  
C + 5 0  
Pt50 
L I N E  00840 
P A C E  0 2 1  
00801  
00802 
























0082  7 
00828  












PAGE 0 2 1  
K = 002CC L I N E  GG841 P A L k  ~ i 2 2  
A 00306 00304 CC303 
A 00307 003C6 C0305 
A 00307 00307 O C 3 C O  
M 00307 C03C7 00258 
Fc 00251 00251 O O C 1 3  
P 00252 00252 COO14 
M 00253 00253 O O C 1 5  
A 00251 C0251 00252 
A 00251 00251 00253 
A 00251 00251 00254 
R 00161 0028C 
R 00162 003C7 
R 00120 00251 
R C0164 OC033 
I 00407 + l O C C C O O O + O l  
I 00165 + G O O C C O O C + O C  
C 00161 00006 00476 C0476 
E 00270 
5 00476 
A 00164 00164 O C C O 5  
G 002'24 005CO OC033 
G 00166 C0459 00164 
G 00110 00500 00164 
A 00165 00165 CCOC7 
C 00162 00166 C0477 00477 
C 00120 C O l l O  00477 00477 
G 00167 00448 00164 
A 00168 00167 OCl61 
H 00498 00164 C0168 
E 00270 
5 00479 
H 00498 00164 00161 
H 00499 00164 00162 
H 00500 OC164 00120 
A 00164 00164 CC005 
R 00204 OOC07 
E 00270 
5 00475 
c 00407 002c4 ~ 0 4 7 9  
H 0050o 0'2033 c0204 
A *  A B S .  VAL 
A T O  C O L L A P S E R  
A *  T O  C U L L A P S E R  
A 
A COUNTER 
S T O R E C  A *  
STOREC A *  C O N T I N U E C  
S T O R E D  C 
C + A = N E h  C 
































H 00473 00873 
0 0 8  74 




0 0 8 7 9  
00080 
0 0 ~ 6 9  
K = OCZCL) L I N E  00880 PAtiE C L 2  
K = OC2CC L I N E  0 0 8 8 1  PAGE 0 2 3  
8 0 0 4 7 7  
G 002C4 005GO CC033 
C G02C4 0 0 1 6 5  0 0 4 7 6  
A C0204  002C4 CC007 
H 0 0 5 0 0  CC033 002G4 
4 0 0 1 6 4  O C l 6 4  OCC05 
H 0 0 4 5 8  C0164  C C l 6 l  
H 004S9  O G l h 4  C0162 
H 0 0 5 0 0  O C l h 4  C O l 2 0  
A 0 0 1 6 4  0 0 1 6 4  CCG05 
H 0 0 4 9 8  0 0 1 6 4  OCCOb 
H 004S9  GO164 CCCGh 
H 005CO 0 0 1 6 4  CCCCh 
C 0 0 2 0 4  OC360 CC198 CC270 
R 0 0 4 2 2  0 0 0 0 8  
E 0 0 1 9 8  
B 0 0 2 6 9  
A 0 0 2 3 8  GO238 O C G C 7  
H 005CO 0 0 0 3 3  C C 2 3 H  
S 0 0 2 0 4  CC23H 
4 C0279 0 0 2 7 9  CCGO5 
H 0 0 4 9 8  0C27S C C 2 e O  
H C04S9 0 0 2 7 9  CC3C7 
H 005CO 0 0 2 7 4  C0251 
C 0 0 2 7 7  OC27H OC2b3 
R C0422  O C O O d  
E 0 0 1 9 8  
v 0 0 3 2 1  t 3 3 C C C C C O t O C  
v 0 0 3 2 2  t42CSCCC0tOC 
V 0 0 3 2 3  t4OCCCCCCtOC 
V 0 0 3 2 4  +6OCCCCCC+OC 
C C 0 2 @ 3  CCOCh CC313 
C 0 0 2 9 6  O O O C 6  CG313 C0313 
C 0 0 2 9 7  CCCC6 CC313 C0313 
E 0 0 2 7 0  
8 0 0 3 1 3  
M C0301  0 0 3 2 1  C02@3 
8 0 0 2 7 0  
R 0 0 2 6 6  
c 0 0 2 9 8  C C O C ~  0 0 3 1 3  c c 3 i 3  
K = qC2CO 
B 0 0 4 7 7  
1 2 0 4 )  + 1  
STORE C 
STORE C* 
STORE C * *  
E N D  A R R A N G F R  I F  NC OF TERM LARGER THAN 2N-1 
8 OC269 
UP COUNTER B Y  ONE 
S T O R E  tJUb’8ER OF TERMS 
VUPtlER GF TERMS TO ARRANGER 
S T U P E  A 
STOKE A *  
STORE A *  C O ~ T I N U E D  
L A S T  T E R M  FND 
t( 0 0 2 7 0  
S P A L L  N S U B  0 
SMALL N SUH 0 P R I M E  
Y P R I M E  + ALPHA+ETA 
Y +  ALPHA-ETA 
H 0 0 2 6 6  
I S  I = O  
IS J = O  
I S  K = O  
I S  L = O  ( N U  I N T E G R O T I O q )  
tl 0 0 3 1 3  
I S M 4 L L  N SUH 0 
L I N E  0 0 9 2 0  PAGE 0 2 3  
0 0 8 8 1  
0 0 8 8 2  
0 0 8 8 3  
0 0 8 8 4  
g0885 
0 0 8 8 6  
0 0 8 8 7  
0 0 8 8 8  
0 0 8 8 9  
0 0 8 9 0  
0 0 8 9 1  
0 0 8 9 2  
0 0 8 9 3  
0 0 8 9 4  
0 0 8 9 5  
0 0 8 9 6  
0 0 8 9 7  
0 0 8 9 8  
0 0 8 9 9  
0 0 9 0 0  
0 0 9 0  1 
0 0 9 0 2  
0 0 9 0 3  
0 0 9 0 4  
0 0 9 0 5  
0 0 9 0 6  
0 0 9 0 7  
0 0 9 0 8  
0 0 9 0 9  
0 0 9 1 0  
0 0 9 1 1  
0 0 9 1 2  
0091 3 
0 0 9 1 4  
009 1 5  
0 0 9 1 6  
00917 
0 0 9 1 8  
0 0 9 1 9  
0 0 9 2 0  
K = 00200 L I N E  00921 PAGE 024 
J SMALL N SUB 0 P R I M E  
( 3 0 3 ) ~  K N SUE 0 ( Y + A L P H A - E T A )  
(304)= L Eu SUB 0 ( Y  P R I M E + A L P H A + E T A J  
M 003C2 00322 00296 
C 00303 C G 3 2 3  C0321 
C 003C3 003C3 00297 
C 00304 00324 C0321 
P C0304 00304 CG298 
A 003C5 C G 3 C 1  C0302 
A 00305 00305 0'2303 
A C0305 00305 CC304 
C C0305 G C C C 6  C 0 3 1 5  00315 U E N O P I N A T O R  NOT ZERO 
P oocco occc7 P b  
E O O C O 6  
E 00270 
B 00315 
C 003CS CG2€!0 C0305 ' A/DEN. 
C 00258 OC006 00271 C0272 SIN OR COS 
R 00280 (20309 
C 00307 G02.51 GO008 - A *  
R C 0 2 5 1  00282 STORE A *  C U N T I N U E D  
E 00269 
D C0272 
T D E N C C I h A T C R  IS L E R C  
+ B 00271 
00280 GO305 CCC08 
R C03C7 00281 
R 00251 00282 
E 00269 
R 00330 
P 00033 OC030 CCCO9 
I 00331 + C C C C C C O C t O C  
H 005CO CC033 C C C O 6  
H 00501 CC033 C C C C 6  
R 00328 C C C 3 3  
A 00329 C032S CCOC7 
A 00331 O G 3 3 1  C C O C 5  
A 00328 O C 3 2 8  CCO05 
G 00335 004Sc1 O C 3 3 1  
G 00336 00455 C0331 
G 00337 005CO C C 3 3 1  
I 00329 + O O C C C C C C + O C  
I3 00334 
STURE A *  C O N T I N U E D  
GET A 
GET A +  














B 00315 00934 
00935 
00936 
























K = O C 2 C O  L I N E  00960 PAGE C 2 4  
K = 00200 L I N E  0 0 9 6 1  
C A  
S T O R E  C A  
S T O R E  A +  
S T O R E  A *  C O N T I N U E D  
NUMBER [IF T E R M S  IN S F R I E S  
P 0 0 3 3 5  0 0 3 3 5  0 0 3 3 9  
R 0 0 4 5 2  0 0 3 3 5  
C 0 0 3 3 5  COOC6 0 0 4 5 1  
S 0 0 4 5 2  OOCC6 0 0 3 3 5  
C 0 0 0 1 6  0 0 4 5 2  0 0 4 9 9  
H 0 0 4 S 8  0 0 3 2 8  0 0 3 3 5  
H 0 0 4 S 9  0 0 3 2 8  OC33h 
H 005CO 0 0 3 2 8  CC337 
H 0 0 5 0 0  CC033 0 0 3 2 9  
C 005CO 0 0 3 2 9  0 0 3 3 4  
€ 0 0 4 5 9  
B C0345 
V 0 0 3 4 8  +00505C50+08 
V 0 0 3 4 9  + 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 + 0 8  
C 0 0 0 3 3  CC030 CCCO9 
R 0 0 3 4 4  0 0 0 3 3  
H 005CO COO33 0 0 5 0 0  
I 0 0 3 5 1  + C O C C C O O O + O O  
I 0 0 3 4 2  +000OCGCO+OC 
A 0 0 3 5 1  0 0 3 5 1  0 0 0 0 5  
A 0 0 3 4 2  0 0 3 4 2  0 0 0 0 7  
A 0 0 3 4 4  0 0 3 4 4  CC005 
G 0 0 3 5 2  0 0 4 5 s  C0351 G E T  A +  
G 0 0 3 5 3  005CO 0 0 3 5 1  G E T  A *  C C N T I N U F D  
C 0 0 3 5 2  0 0 3 4 8  GO347 00347  
C 0 0 3 5 3  0 0 3 4 s  00347  GO347 
G 0 0 3 5 4  0 0 4 S 8  CC351 
H 0 0 5 0 1  CC033 C0354 S T O R E  C U E F F I C I E X T  
H 0 0 5 0 2  GC033 C0352 
H 005C3 0 0 0 3 3  0 0 3 5 3  
H 005CO OC033 CC007 T E R P  C O U N T E R  = 1  
E 0 0 4 9 9  
R c 0 3 4 7  
C 005CO 0 0 3 4 2  0 0 3 4 6  
H C05CO CC033 CCOG7 
H 0 0 5 0 1  COO33 CC006 
H 0 0 5 0 2  OC033 0 0 3 4 8  
H 005C3  0 0 0 3 3  0 0 3 4 9  
B 0 0 4 5 1  
B 0 0 3 4 6  
K = OC2CO 
C O E F F I C I E N T  = Z E H G  
L I N E  01000 
PAGE C25 
0 0 9 6 1  
0 0 9 6 2  
0 0 9 6 3  
0 0 9 6 4  
H 0 0 4 5 1  0 0 9 6 5  
0 0 9 6 6  
0 0 9 6 7  
g0968 
0 0 9 6 9  
0 0 9 7 0  
0 0 9 7 1  
0 0 9 7 2  
0 OS345 0 0 9 7 3  
0 0 9 7 4  
0 0 9 7 5  
0 0 9 7 6  
g0977 
0 0 9 7 8  
0 0 9 7 9  
0 0 9 8 0  
8 0 6 3 4 6  0 0 9 8 1  
0 0 9 8 2  
g0983 
0 0 9 8 4  
0 0 9 8 5  
0 0 9 8 6  
0 0 9 8 7  
0 0 9 8 8  
0 0 9 8 9  
0 0 9 9 0  
0 0 9 9 1  
0 0 9 9 2  
0 0 9 9 3  
0 0 9 9 4  
0 0 0 3 4 7  0 0 9 9 5  
0 0 9 9 6  
0 0 9 9 7  
0 0 9 9 8  
0 0 9 9 9  
0 1 0 0 0  
PAGE 525  
K = O C 2 C O  
E 00459 
+ E 00365 
R C0204 CCCC6 
R 00422 CCOC7 
R 00247 OC030 
P 00033 00030 OG009 
R 00248 OC033 
I 00238 + O O C C C C O O + G C  
G 00255 005CO CCO3C 
M 00255 00255 CC005 
a 00255 00255 00030 
4 8 00366 
4 00247 00247 CC005 
G 00249 004SB CC247 
G C0250 004FS CC247 
G 00259 C05CO 00247 
0 0 0 2 5 1  0025s CC013 
A 00251 0 0 2 5 1  OCO12 
S 0 0 2 5 1  0 0 2 5 1  COO12 
S 0 0 2 5 1  0 0 2 5 1  GO017 
C 0 0 2 5 1  06006 OC367 00367 
E 00369 
+ B 00367 
C 00250 CCOC6 00368 0037C 
+ B 00368 
M 00252 0024s C0251 
P 00252 00252 OOCO8 
M 00253 00250 (10008 
E 0 0 3 7 1  
8 C0370 
M 00252 CC249 0 0 2 5 1  
P 00253 OC25C 00008 
A 00248 C0248 CC005 
A 00238 C0238 CC007 
H 005CO 00033 00238 
R 00204 00238 
H 00498 00248 C0252 
H 004S9 00248 00253 
H 00500 C0248 00259 
4 E 0 0 3 7 1  
L I N E  01001 
MTH ARLUMEYT O I F F  
A 
A 4  
A +  C O N T I N U E D  
MTH ARGUMENT 
MTH ARG Z E R O  O M I T  TERM 
I368=Cl lS)  370=SIN 
M ( A )  
-M ( A )  
C C S  TO S I N  
S I N  T O  COS 
S T O R E  NU. OF TERMS 
STORE + OK - MA 
STORE A +  
STORE A +  C O N T I N U E D  
P A G E  026 
0 1 0 0 1  









0 1 0 1  1 











H 00367 01023 
0 1024 





B 00370 01030 
0 1 0 3 1  
01032 








K = OC2CO L I N E  01040 PAGE 0 2 6  
K = OC2C0 
R 0 0 3 6 9  
C C0255 C0247 OC366 
R GO422 CCOC8 
E 00198 
B 0 0 3 7 5  
R 00204 O C O C 6  
R 00422 C C C C 7  
G 0 0 2 7 7  005CC COO30 
P 0 0 2 7 7  CC277 CC005 
A 00277 OC277 CC030 
P 00033 CC030 CCC09 
R 0 0 2 7 8  CC030 
R C0279 CC033 
I 0 0 2 3 8  t C O G C C C C C t O C  
A 0 0 2 7 8  OC278 CC005 
G 0 0 2 8 0  C0498 C0278 
G C 0 2 8 l  00499 OC278 
G C0282 C05CO CG278 
D 0 0 2 8 3  00282 COO13 
A 00283 C0283 COO12 
S 00283 00283 COO12 
S GO283 0 0 2 8 3  COO17 
C C 0 2 8 3  GC006 GO378 0 0 3 7 9  
E GO380 
R C0370 
0 0 0 2 8 4  C02@0 0 0 2 8 3  
C 0 0 2 8 5  C02.31 C C C O R  
E 0 0 3 8 1  
0 c 0 3 7 9  
D 0 0 2 8 4  C0280 C0283 
P GO284 C0284 C C C O 8  
C C0285 0 0 2 8 1  CCCG8 
A 0 0 2 3 8  0 0 2 3 8  OCG07 
A 00279 00279 CC005 
H 005CO CC033 OC23H 
R 002C4 CC238 
H 0 0 4 9 8  00275 00284 
B 0 0 3 7 6  
0 00377 
R 0 0 3 @ 1  
LINE 0 1 0 4 1  
3N 
( 2 7 8 ) = S E R I E S  COUNTER 
12791-STORAGE COUNTER 
l238)=TERki  COUNTER 
A 
A *  
A *  CONTINUEL; 
A /  v 
C O S  TU S I N  
- A  TU + A  
S I N  TU C O S  
T E R M  COUhIER UP 
S T O R E  NUPHER OF T E R M S  
r E 2 b I  C O U N T E R  T O  ARRANGR 
PAGE 0 2 7  
B 0 0 3 6 9  0 1 0 4 1  
0 1 0 4 2  
0 1043 
0 1044 
6 0 0 3 7 5  0 1 0 4 5  
0 1 0 4 6  
0 1 0 4 7  
0 1048 
0 1049 
0 1 0 5 0  
0 1 0 5 1  
01052 
0 1 0 5 3  
0 1054 
8 OC376 0 1 0 5 5  




tl 0 0 3 7 7  0 1 0 6 0  
(31061 
0 1 0 6 2  
01063 
0 1 0 6 4  
0 1 0 6 5  
0 1 0 6 6  
0 0 0 3 7 8  0 1 0 6 7  
0 1 0 6 8  
0 1069 
0 1 0 7 0  
B 0 0 3 7 9  0 1 0 7 1  
01072 
01073 
0 1 0 7 4  
B 0 0 3 8 1  01075 
0 1 0 7 6  
01077 
0 1 0 7 8  
0 1 0 7 9  
0 1 0 8 0  
K = OG2CC L INE 01080 PAGF G27 
K = OC2CO L I N E  01081 PAGE C 2 8  
H 00499 00279 00285 
H 005CO 00279 C0282 
C 00277 OC278 GO376 




0 900CO 45202 
0 9COC1 45201 
V GOO06 + C O O C C O O O + O O  
B 00001 
R 90000 OCOG5 
E 90001 
B 00005 
R 900CO OCOC6 
E 00002 




G 00015 00001  OOC03 
G 00016 CC002 C C C O 3  
R 00017 O C O l O  
R 00018  C C O l l  
R 00019 00011  
R 00020 00011  
C C O O 1 1  00015  OCCC6 
A 00017 00017 00011  
P C O O 1 8  00018  COO16 
A 00019 00019 00019 
M 00020 00020 COO17 
C 00015  00017 COO05 
R 00024 00010  
R 00021  00018  
B 00005 
B 00006 
K = 410CO 
PRINT IiUT MEMORY FUNCTION 
P-TH O R C E R  BESSEL FUNCTION 
OF X 
IKPUTS Pv X 
OUTPUT J Sue P OF X 
COMPUTE X TO THE P 
TWO TLi TFE P AND 
P FACT(IRI4L 
COMPUTE J SUB P 
L I N E  Gll2O 
01081 
01082 








H G C l O O l  01092 
01093 
01094 















( J l110  
01111  







0 1 120 
01007  
t: b-’OCi6 01118 
P A t i t  C Z t l  
K = 41000 
c 00022 0 0 0 1 s  o c 0 2 0  
D 00027 COO21 00022  
Y 00023  00016  GC016 
S 00023  0 0 0 1 0  CC023 
A 00024  00024  0 0 0 1 1  
Y 0 0 0 2 1  COO21 00023  
A 00025  GOO24 00015  
Ec 00022  00024  00022  
Y 00022  00022  COO25 
P 00022  00022  GOO14 
I3 00026  0 0 0 2 1  OC022 
R 00028  CCC27 
A 00027  0 0 0 2 8  CC026 
C 00028  COO27 COG07 COO07 
H COO01 00004  COO27 
E 00002  
V 00010  +GOCCOOOO+OO 
v c o o 1 1  + 1 o o c c c o o + o 1  
v 00012 + 2 o c o c c c o + o 1  
V 00013  +50CC0000+01 
V 00014  +40000C00+01  
K COO00 
K 41100 
Q 9 1 6 0 1  4 1 6 0 1  
0 04200  00002 
Q 04800  GC003 
0 06000  CC005 
Q 06600  00006  
B 00007 
a 03600  c o o 0 1  
a 0 5 4 0 0  o c c o 4  
a 07200  0 0 0 0 7  
c 07800 c c o o e  
a 08400  o c 0 0 9  
0 09000 00010  
Q 09600  O C O l l  
8 l02CO OC012 
a l o a 0 0  0 0 0 1 3  
a i i 4 c o  00014  
a 1 2 0 c o  o c o 1 5  
K = 41100 
L I N E  0 1 1 2 1  
P C P  
L A M B D A 1  
LAMBDA2 
LAMBDA3 
L A M B D A 4  
N U  
NU/ l+NU 
W 
NSUBO D E L T A  
H I P  SURO 
HSUR O/H 
CAP UPSILUN 
C E L T A  
CAP. P S I  
L I N F  01160  
PAGE C29 
0 1 1 2 1  
01122  
01123  
0 1 1 2 4  




0 1 1 2 9  
01130  
0 1 1 3 1  
01132  
01133  
0 1 1 3 4  


























P A C E  029  
K = 411CO L I N E  01161 PAGE 030  
Q 126CO CCOl6 
C 132CO CCCl7 
4 13800 CCO18 
61 14400 00019 
4 150CO 00020 
9 15600 CC021 
9 162'20 00022 
0 16800 00023  
4 17400 OC024 
C l8COO OC025 
Q 18600 OC026 
4 192CO OOC27 
C 204CO CCO29 
0 21000 CGC30 
0 21600 COO31 
9 22200 CC032 
C 228CO OC033 
C 234CO CC034 
4 24COO COO35 
C 246CO CC036 
C 252CO OC037 
4 25800 COO38 
C 9C051 00051 
C 90071 OCC71 
C 90075 CC075 
C 90016 GO216 
Q 9C030 OC230 
0 90101 C O l C l  
6 90111 00111 
C 90116 GO116 
9 90121 00121  
C 90700 CC7CO 
0 90126 00126 
9 90131 C0131 
61 90136 00136 
0 90141 00141  
C 90146 00146 
Q 90151 00151 
0 90156 00156 
a 19800 c c 0 2 8  
SQUARE ROOT F U N C T I O N  
S I N E  F U N C T I O N  
C O S I N E  F U N C T I O N  
N U M E R I C A L  C R I  T E R I G N  
NUMBER OF C E L L S  
S E R I E S  M O V E  
SERIES AOC 
S E R I E S  SUBTRACT 
S E R I E S  H U L T I P L Y  
O P E R 4 T I N G  C E L L S  
SCALAR M U L T I P L Y  
ARGUMENT EXTRACT 
D I F F E R E V T I A T I O N  
I N T E G R A T I G Y  
BAR F U N C T I O N  
MTH ARGUVENT D I F F E R E N T I A T E  






































0 1  198 
01199 
01200 
K = 41100 L I N E  01200 PAGE 030  
CJl i 0 K = 4 l lCO L I N E  01201  PAGE 0 3 1  
6; 9 0 5 2 1  0 0 5 2 1  
Q 9 0 5 2 3  0 0 5 2 3  
6: 90524 OC524 
C 931C1 410C1 
C 90901  413C1 
6; 9 0 9 0 3  41311  
(3 9COC1 45C01 
Q 912C1 45201  
C 901C3 CC051 
V OOOC5 tH9R26279-C1 
v CCOO6 + 1 c c o c c c o + o 1  
V COO07 t54SOAC7C-01 
V OOOC8 +228C2713+CO 
V 00010  + 3 9 4 9 4 4 7 1 + 0 3  
a 90522 0 0 5 2 2  
V COO11 + lb7S220C-01  
V COO12 +17201970-01 
V 0 0 0 1 3  + C O C O C C O O t O C  
v COO18 + C O C O C G C O + O C  
V COO19 + l C C O C O C O - C 7  
v coo20  + 1 c c c c c c c + o 1  
v 00021  + 5 c c c c c c c + o c  
v 0 0 0 2 2  - 1 o c c c c c o t o 1  
v COO23 + O C C C C C C C + O c  
V COG24 +2OCCCCCO+O1 
V 00025  + 4 S C C O C O O + O 2  
v 00026  + 3 o o o c o c o t o 1  
V COO27 + l C C C C C G C + C 7  
v COO28 + 1 c c o o c c o + o 5  
V 00029  -15CCCCGOtOl 
v coo3c) + 1 o c c c c c o + o 1  
V COO31 +CCCCCCCC+OJ 
v C O G 3 2  +C050505C+08 
V 0 0 0 3 3  +50505050 tO@ 
V COO35 +1OCCCCCO+Ol 
V COO36 +100CCCCC+Ol 
V COO37 +C050515C+O8 
V COO38 +50505050+08  
V 00040  t10CGCCOOt01 
V 00041  + l O O O C C C C + O l  
K = 411CC 
I N T .  C O Y S T .  N SUB 0 
I N T .  CCINST. Y + A L P W A - E T A  
I N T .  CONST. Y P R . + A L P h A + E T A  
T A Y L O R  S E R I E S  E X P A N S I O N  
I N T .  C O N S T .  N P R I M E  S U B  0 
B E S S E L  F U N C T I O N  
C I F F  T A Y L C R  E X P A N S I O N  
S C K T  A N D  P R I N T  
SG. R C O l  
( 6 ) =  A Sub C 
( 7 ) =  E SUB 0 
( 8 l =  N S U H  0 
( l o ) =  A P R I C E  
( 1 1 ) =  E P R I P E  
( 1 2 ) =  r\l P R I P E  
( 1 3 ) =  S M A L L  I * = O  
( 1 8 ) = 0 =  N SUB 0 Y P R I M E  
( 1 9 ) =  C K I I F R I C N  
( 2 0 ) = 1  
( 2 1 )  =112  
( 2 2 ) = - 1  
( 2 3 ) = C  
( 2 4 ) = 2  
P.0.M. 
V A L U E  OF C A P  I SUB 0 
( 2 6 ) = 3  
( 2 8 )  I S  10 TO THE F ( 1 U R T h  
( 2 9 ) = - % / 2  
S E R I E S  = O  
C C S  O Y E G A  
S I N  O C E G A  
L I q E  C 1 2 4 C  
0 1 2 0 1  
01202  
0 1 2 0 3  
01204  
0 1 2 0 5  












0 1 2 1 8  
01219  
01220  
0 1 2 2 1  
01222  
0 1 2 2 3  
0 1 2 2 4  






0 1 2 3 1  
01232  








K = 411CO 
V COO42 -00505150+08 
V 00043  +50505056+08 
V 00045 + 1 C O C O C O O + O 1  
V 00046  + l C C C O O O C + O l  
V 00047 +C0505051+08 
V COO48 +50505050+08  
V 00050 +100CG000+01 
V 00051  + 1 O O O C O O C + O 1  
V 00052 +C0505050+08 
V 00053 +5050505C+08 
V 00054 -00505050+08 
V 00055  +lOOCC000-03 
V COC55 +lCOCOOCO-O4 
V 00055  +lOCCCCOO-12 
V 00055 +lOCCOCOO-O8 
V 00055  + l O C O C O O O - l C  
V 00055  +100OCC00-1F 
V COO55 + l O O C C C C O - 1 1  
V 00055  +lCCCCCCO-07 
V COO55 +lOCCCOO0-05 
V 00060 + l O O C C C O O + O l  
V COO61 + l O C C C C O O + O l  
V 00062 -00505051+08 
V 00063  +5050505C+Oe 
V 00065  + 1 O O C O O C O + O 1  
V 00066 + C O C C C C C O + O C  
V 00067  +C0505050+0e 
V 00068 +50505050+08  
V 00070 + l O O O C C O C t O l  
v c o o 7 1  +1ooococo+o1  
V 00072 +00505050+08 
V 00073  *50515050+08 
V 00075  +lOOOCCC0+01 
V 00076 + l O O C C C C O + O l  
V 00077  -C0505050+08 
V COO78 +50515050+08  
V COO89 +5OCOOCOO+Ol 
V COO89 +80CCCCCO+Ol 
v 00090 +c15o5o5o+oe  
V 00091  +50505050+08 
K = 411CC 
L I N E  01241  
C C S  OFEtiA P R I M E  
( 5 0 ) =  SERIES FORM O F  O N E  
S E R I E S  TEMPORARY F U L T I P L I C A T I O N  C R I T E R I O N  
SIN OMEGA PRIME 
0 S E R I E S  
C O S  T P E T A  S E R I E S  
SIN T H E T A  S E R I E S  
C C S  G 







































0 1 2 7 H  
0127Y 
01280 
K = 41100  
V 0 0 0 9 8  + C O C C C O O O + O C  
V COC99 + l O C O C C O O - O 6  
V 00130 -4OCOCCCO+O1 
V 00160  +35493600+06  
V 0 0 1 7 1  +15COGCC0+01 
V 0 0 1 7 3  +25CGCCCO+Ol 
V 00176  +4375CCCO+O1 
V 0 0 1 7 7  +375CCOOO+Ol 
V 0 0 1 7 8  +375COCOC+OC 
v 00181 + 4 c c o c c c o + o 1  
v 00182  + 3 5 c c c c c o + o 1  
V 00183 +175CCCCO+02 
V 0 0 1 8 4  +5000000C+01  
V 0 0 2 6 7  -3OCOCCCO+O 1 
V 00324  +10GOCCCO-07 
V 00398 +3OCCCOOO+O3 
V 00399  +6OOOCOCO+C3 
V 00399  +10CCCCOO+C5 
V 9 0 0 1 6  +lOCCGCO0-03 
v 90030  +3CCCCOCO+03 
V 0 0 4 0 1  + l O C C C O O O - l C  
V 0 0 4 0 1  +lOCOCCC0-08 
V C0401 +lOCCCCC0-09 
V 0 0 4 0 1  +1000C000-05 
V 0 0 4 0 1  +lOOOCOOO-07 
V 0 0 4 0 3  +1000CC00-06 
V 00408  +194CGC00-02 
V 0 0 4 3 0  +00505149+0t? 
V 0 0 4 3 1  + 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 + 0 8  
V 00432  +G0505248+08 
V 0 0 4 3 3  + 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 + 0 8  
V 00434  +00505347+08  
V 0 0 4 3 5  + 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 + 0 8  
V 00436  +00505446+0€! 
V 0 0 4 3 7  +5050505C+08 
V 00460  -00505149+08  
V 0 0 4 6 1  +50505050+08  
V 0 0 4 6 2  -00505248+08  
V 0 0 4 6 3  + 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 + 0 8  
V 00464  -00505347+08  
L I N E  01281  
( 9 8 ) = 0 = D  CMEGA P R . / D T  
NEW C R I T  
l160)= M P R I M E  
( 1 8 4 ) =  5 
NO.  OF C P E R A T I N G  C6263 I S  300 
NC. OF O P t R A T I N G  C6263 I S  6 C O  
MlJLT I P L I C A 1  I ON CQ I T E R  I O N  
( N U .  OF C E L L S  I S  1 0 ~ 0 0 0 )  
NUMBER O F  OPER CELSS I S  300  
C R I T .  I S  1 C  TO -9TH 
C R I T -  I S  1 0  T O  -7TH 
PAGE C33 
0 1 2 8 1  









0 1 2 9 1  
0 1 2 9 2  
0 1 2 9 3  
0 1 2 9 4  
01295  





0 1 3 0 1  
0 1302  
0 1 3 0 3  
u1304  
01305  
0 1306  












0 1 3 1 9  
01320  
K = 41100  L I N E  0132C PAGE C33 
K = 411CO LINF 0 1 3 2 1  
V 00465 +50505050+08 
V 00466 -00505446+0@ 
V 00467 +5050505Ct08  
V 00491  +1OCCCCCC-O3 
V 00492  +lCCOCCCO-01 
Q 90698 00648  
Y COO01 9C648 
R 90016 004C1 C R I T  IS TEN T C  M I N U S  EIGHT 
R 0 0 0 0 1  
T HAhSEFi LbhAR T H E C R Y  A S  C O D I F I E D  BY DR. MUSEN 
P 00018 00020 P A  
P 00018 CCOZO TA 
R 9003C C0398 
R COO15 00023  
R COO17 CCG23 
R 00016 OC023 
R COO84 OC023 
C 00123 00024  CCCO7 
V 00124 CC007 CCC07 
S 00125  00020  GO124 
F CO126 9C051 COl25 
9 00155 00126  
R 004C2 CC126 
D C0156 00020  00126 
0 00133 OC007 GO126 
C 00126  00126  COC24 
D 00126  00126  CG007 
C 00127 00124  COO21 
P 00128 CC024 CCCO7 
s 00128 c c o 2 3  co129  
V 00129 00124 COO29 
S 00129  00023  C0129 
P C0131 OCC06 00008 
0 00132  0 0 1 3 1  C0125 
M 00140 00029  C G O l l  
C 0 0 1 4 1  0 0 0 1 1  0 0 0 1 1  
S C0142 00020 C0141 
F GO143 9 0 0 5 1  C0142 
M 00143 C0143 COO24 
B 0 0 1 0 1  
ChANGE S E R I E S  LEhrGTH 
N SUBP Y=C 
N SUB C ETA=O 
h SUB 0 ALPPA=O 
- 3 / 2  ShALL E SUB 0 
1- E SUB 0 S Q .  
SG RT.  (1- 
( 8 4 )  = 0 I N I T I A L L Y  
( 1 5 6 )  = 
2 SQ R T .  (1-EO SQ) /2  
2 E SUG 0 
-2 E SUB 0 
1 / 2  E SUB C SC. 
+ 3 / 2  E SUH 0 SQ. 
l h  SUB 3 1 1 4  SUH 0 )  
( N  SUB C ) ( A  SUB 0 ) / 1 - E  SUB 0 SQ. 
1- E P R I M E  SQ. 
- .r 
P4tiE C34 
0 1 3 2 1  
01322  
01323  
0 1 3 2 4  
01325  
8 00051 01326  
0 1 3 2 7  
01328  
0 1 3 2 9  
01330  
0 1 3 3 1  
0 1 3 3 2  








0 1 3 4 1  
0 1342 
01343  
0 1344  
01345  













0 1 3 5 9  
01360  
K = 411CO 
Ln 
w 
L I N E  C1360 PAGE 034 
K = 411CO 
0 00143 00143 C O O 1 1  
0 00150 CC020 O O O C 7  
P C0152 00132 OC024 
P 00153 00152 C0150 
M 00154 OC005 COO21 
D 00157 00020 00125 
C 0 0 1 5 8  C C 0 0 7  00024 
R 00161 COO06 
M 00165 00161 00161 
C 00166 00165 00160 
P 00167 00010 CC O l O  
P 00168 00167 C C O l O  
M 0016s OG168 CO O l O  
V 0017C 00169 C O O l O  
0 C0172 00166 OC168 
M 00174 00166 COl6l 
0 00175 00174 00169 
C 00179 GO175 00161 
0 00180 C0179 C O O 1 0  
0 00192 OCCC7 00125 
M 00195 00156 C0131 
0 00196 00195 OC024 
F 00197 9C071 CC013 
P 00158 OOl'i7 CCC98 
M 001S9 001SH COO21 
S 00265 OC023 C0123 
4 COlO2 00022 
R O O l C h  OC023 
R 00104 00052 
R 00105 00053 
R 001'28 00054 
A 00106 OOlC6 COO26 
A 001C5 00105 CCC27 
A 00102 001C2 CC02C 
A 00110 C G l C Z  C O C Z O  
P 00111 cell0 cccc7 
R COlC3 00111 
A 00112 0CllC C C O Z O  
B 001C7 
K = 4 1 1 C O  
L I N E  01361 
(150)= 1/E S U B  0 
1/2 I sua0 
( 1 5 7 1 =  l/SO(l-E S U B O  S U I  
2E SUBO 
(165)=A SC. 
M P R I P E  A SC 
llh7)=A PRICE. SQ 
(lh8)=A P R I M E  C U B E U  
(1691=A P R I M E  4TH 
1170I=A PRICE 5TH 
M PRIPE A SC/A P R I M E  C U B E 0  
(175)=M P R I M E  A CUB/A PR. 4TH 
(18O)=P P R I M E  A 4TH/A PR.5TH 
(192)=(E SUR 0 /1 -E  SUB 0 Sbl) 
(197)= SIN I PRIME: 
(1981=SIN I P R )  D UMEGA PR-/DT 
(199)= 1/2 S I N  I PAR OM.PR./PAR 1 





(102)=P CUUNTER=-l I N I A T A LLY 
llC6)+3 
(1@2)+1=P SUB N-1 
(110)= P S U B  N 
(112)= P SUR N + l  
L I N E  01400 










































K = 41100 L INE 01401  PAGE C 3 6  
R 00113 0 0 1 1 1  
F 00114 9 3 1 0 1  00102 
F 00115 931G1 00110 
F 00116 9 3 1 0 1  00112 
C 00019 00115 00121  
D 00117 00115  00110 
S 00118 00114  O C l l 6  
0 00118 00118  COO24 
0 00118 00118 00110 
R 00600 00110 
H 00598 00106 00118 
H 00599 00106 GO104 
H 006CO 00106 00105 
R 009CO 00110 
H 00898 00106  00117 
H 00859 00106  00108 
H 009CO 001C6 C0105 
R 012CO 00110 
H 01198 00166  00118 
H 01199 00106 C0104 
H 01200 00106 00105 
R 015CO 00110 
0 '20119 00117 00110 
H 014S8 00106 00119 
H 01449 00106 00104 
H 015CO 00106 GO105 
R 01800 00110 
H 01798 00106 GO115 
H 01749 00106 00104 
H 01800 00106 GO105 
C 00025 00110 CC107 
R GO102 00022 
R 00106 00023 
R 00104 00052 
R 00105 OC053 
A 00106 00106 GOO26 
A COlC4 00104 OC028 
€3 00121  
B 00122 
1 1 4 ~  J SUB N-1 
( 1 1 5 ) =  J SUB N 
( 1 1 6 l =  J SUB N+1 
( 1 1 7 1 =  J SUE N / P  
(118l= J P R / P  
A 1  S E R I E S  PREL. 
B l  S E R I E S  PREL 
C 1  SERIES PREL 
D 1  SER. PREL. 
E l  S E R -  PREL. 
102= 1 I N -  
(1061+3  
P G 1  TLJ I P t 1 )  G 1  
K = 4 1 1 C G  L I N E  01440 












































K = 41100 L I N E  01441  P A C E  0 3 7  
A 00102 00102  COO20 
A 00110 001C2 0 0 0 2 0  
M G O 1 1 1  G O l l C  O C O l l  
R G01G3 0 0 1 1 1  
A 00112  00110 CC020 
R 0 0 1 1 3  O C l l l  
F 00114  93101  001C2 
F 00115  9 3 1 0 1  C C l l O  
F 00116 931C1 G O 1 1 2  
C 00019  0 0 1 1 5  00136  
D 00117  0 0 1 1 5  00110 
S 00118 00114  00116  
D 00118 00118  COO24 
0 00118 CO118 00110 
R 030'20 00110 
H 02998  0 0 1 0 6  00118 
H 02SS9 OClO6 C0104 
H 03000  00106  00105 
M 001C8 00104  COO22 
R 03300  00110 
H 0 3 2 9 8  001C6 00117  
H 03259  00106  00108 
H 033'20 00106  C0105 
R 02100  00110 
H 0 2 0 9 8  OOlC6 00115 
H 020S9 GO106 C0104 
H 021CO 00106  00105 
C GOO25 00110 00122  
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  GO600 
F 006CO 90126 00024  
F 907CO 90101 GCC50 
F 90700  90126  00123 
F 006CO 9 0 1 1 1  GO600 
F 907CO 901Cl  OG9CO 
F 00900  90126  GO126 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  COO50 
F 9 0 7 0 0  90126  00127  
F 060CO 9 0 1 1 1  00050 
R 00136  
( 1 0 2 ) =  P S U R  N - 1  
( 1 1 0 ) =  P SUA ru 
( 1 1 2 1 =  P S(JH N + l  
( 1 1 4 ) =  J S U B  N - 1  
( 1 1 5 ) =  J SUR N 
( 1 1 6 ) =  J SOB N t l  
( 1 1 7 ) =  J S U R  N / P  
( 1 1 8 ) =  J P R / P  
(30001= G 1  SER.  TEMP. 
( 3 3 0 0 ) =  til TEMP. 
A 1  T O  OPER. C E L L S  
A 1  I N  600 
( 9 0 0 ) =  S E R I E S  81 
112 E SUB n SQ. I N  S E R I E S  FORM 
0 1 4 4 1  
01442  










0 1 4 5 3  
















H 00136  01470  
01471  
01472 
0 1 4 7 3  
0 1 4 7 4  
01475  
01476  
0 1 4 7 7  
0 1478  
ij 1479  
01480  
K = 41100  L I N E  01480  PACE 2 3 7  
K = 411CO L INE 61481  PAGE 036 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  012CO 
F 907CO 90126  00128  
F C1200 9 0 1 1 1  COOCO 
F 907CO 9 0 l C 1  00050 
F 907CO 90126  00129  
F C6COO 90111 OC050 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  01500 
F 90700 90126  00130 
F 015CO 9 0 1 1 1  06COO 
F 907CO 901C1 C1800 
F 9C700 9G126 OC024 
F 01800 9 0 1 1 1  GC050 
F 907CO 901C1 021CO 
F 907CO 90126  CC024 
F 02 lCO 9 0 1 1 1  00050 
R 0 0 0 3 1  00140  
F 90700 901C1 03000  
F 907CO 90126  COO24 
F 030CO 9 0 1 1 1  CC030 
F 907GO 9 0 1 0 1  C3300 
F 033CO 90126 C0143 
F 90700 9C101 01500 
F 02400 90126  00132  
F COO00 9C001 02400 
F 90700 901C1 C09CO 
F 907CO 9C126 C0132 
F 90700 90120 00133  
F 02700  90126  GO022 
F 00000 9COC1 02700 
R 90030 00399  
F C0412 9C071 GO154 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  CC050 
F 036CO 90126  CG412 
F 0420C 9 0 1 0 1  COC65 
F 04800 901C1 CCC65 
F 00414 9C075 00154 
F 907CC 901C1 OC050 
T SERIES P 3  
T SERIES Fu3 
F c'J4Co 90126 C0414 
-2 E SUH C (SERIES C 1  
SERIES C 1  
L / 2  E SUR 0 SQ I N  SERIES FORM 
1+3 /2  E SUB 0 SQ I N  SER. FORM 
312  E SUB C Sdl. I N  S t R .  FORM 
( 1 5 0 0 ) =  SERIES 01  
( 1 8 0 0 1 =  SERIES E l  
( 2 1 0 0 ) =  S t i l I E S  F 1  
( 1 4 0 ) =  - 3 / 2  E PRIPE 
l30001= G l  
(33001=  H1 
( 2 4 0 0 ) =  M SUB 3 SERIES 
S E T  SERIES LENGTH TO 200 
S I N  1 / 2  I SUB 0 
LAMHCA 1 
( 4 2 0 0 ) =  LZ=O IN IT .  
( 4 8 0 0 ) =  L 3 = C  I N I T .  
cos  1 / 2  I SUB 0 
LAWBCA J 





0 1 4 8 6  
01487  
01488  
0 1489  
0 1490  
0 1 4 9 1  




0 1496  
01497  
0 149  8 
0 1 4 9 9  
01500  




















K = 411CO L INE 01520  PAGE 0 3 8  
K = 411CO LINE 01521 
F 06000 901C1 00065 (6COO)= NU=@ I Q I T -  
F C66CO 90101 OC065 I6600 1 = biU/ 1+NU 
F 072CO 901C1 COO65 (7200)= ki SE-RIES 
F 07800 901Cl COO65 17800)= N SUB 0 DELTA 2 S E R I E S  
F 084'20 90101 COO50 184CO)= I?/H S U B  @ 
F 09CCO 90101 CC050 (9COO)= t., SUB G/H 
F C96CO 90101 CCC65 l9600)= CAP. PSI 
F 102CO 90101 00065 I102001= ChP. UPSILON 
F 10800 901C1 00005 110800)= L E L T A  S E R I E S  
F 00080 90101 COG65 1 8 0 ) =  C SUB 1 I N  SER. FORM 
F COO85 901Cl COO65 185)= C SUB 2 IN SER. F O R M  
F 907CO 901C1 CCC40 
T 1  SIN G PRIME 
F COO00 9C001 CC040 
F 12COO 90121 CC9CO 1 1  (SINE OMEGA) 
F C O O O O  9COOl CC9CO 
F C O O O O  9C001 12000 
F 90700 9C101 OC035 
F 907CC 90121 CC600 I ( C O S  O C t G A )  
F COOCO 9C001 907CO 
F 12000 90116 12C00 112000)= 1 1 1  
11 1 1 1  
F C O O C O  9C001 12000 
F 90700 901C1 C06CO 
F 126CO 9 0 1 2 1  CC040 I126CO)= I S I N E  OCEGA 
F 907CO 90101 CC9CO 
F 907C0 90121 CC035 
F 12600 90111 l26GO 112600)= I V  SERIES 
F O C O C O  9C001 12600 I V  SERIES 
F 907CO 90101 03300 
F 132CO 90121 COO60 
F 907CO 90101 '23000 
F 907CO 90121 CC045 
F 13200 90116 13200 I I I  P R I P E  
F COOCO 9C001 13200 
T 1  
11 I 1  SIN UPEGA 
T 1  I C O S  CMECA 
T 1  I V  S E R I E S  
T 1  









































K = 411CO L I N E  01560 PAGE C39 
K = 411CO L I N E  0 1 5 6 1  
F 90700 9 0 1 C l  030CO 
F 13800 9 0 1 2 1  00060 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  C33CO 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  COO45 
F 13800 9 0 1 1 1  13800 ( 1 3 8 0 0 ) =  I V  P R I V E  
F 00000 9C001 138CO 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  C21CO 
F 144CO 9 0 1 2 1  02100 ( 1 4 4 0 0 1 =  V P R I M E  SG 
F 00000 9COC1 144CO 
F 90700 901C1 12CCO 
F 15000 9 0 1 2 1  13200 ( 1 5 0 0 0 ) =  ( I I I ) ( I I I  P R I M E )  
F 00000 9COC1 15CCO 
F 90700 9 C l G l  12600 
F 15600 9 0 1 2 1  13800 ( 1 5 6 0 0 ) =  ( l V ) ( I V  P R I )  
F 00000 9 0 0 0 1  156CO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 C l  15000 
F 90700 90116 15600 
F O C O C O  9C001 907CO 
F 19800 9 0 1 2 1  14400 ( 1 9 8 0 0 ) =  V I  
F C C C O O  S C O O l  1S800 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  15000 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  156GO 
F 20400 9 0 1 2 1  14400 ( 2 0 4 0 0 ) =  V I 1 1  
T 1  V I 1 1  
F COO00 9 0 0 0 1  20400 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  126CO 
F 15000 9 0 1 2 1  13200 ( 1 5 0 0 0 ) =  ( I V ) ( I I I  P R . )  
F COO00 9COO1 15COO 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  12000 
T 1  I V  P R I P E  
T 1  V P R I P E  SQUARED 
T 1  111  I 1 1  P R I M E  
T 1  I V  I V  P R I M E  
T 1  1 1 1  1 1 1  P R I C E  - I V  I V  P R I M E  
T 1  V I  
T 1  I V  1 1 1  P R  
F 156CO 9 0 1 2 1  13800 ( 1 5 6 0 0 ) =  I I I . I V  P R I M E  
T 1  1 1 1  I V  P R I V E  
F O C O C O  9CCC1 15600 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  15COO 
K = 4110C L I N E  C1600 
P 4 G E  040 












































0 K = 4 1 1 C O  
F 907CO 9 C l l l  15600 
F 21COC 9 0 1 2 1  14400 
T 1  V I  I 
F C C O C O  9C001 21CCO 
F 907CC 9 C l C 1  15COO 
F 90700 YO116 15600 
F 25800 9C121 144CO 
F COCO0 9CCC1 25800 
A 00084 0 0 0 8 4  CCC20 
T I T E R A T I C h  K U M B E R  
P 0 0 0 8 4  CCC20 T A  1505C3 
P 00084 COO20 P A  1 5 C 5 C 3  
F 907CO 901C1 C6OOO 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  CCC50 
F 12000 9 0 1 2 1  19800 
F 12600 9 0 1 2 1  21CCO 
F 132CO 9 0 1 2 1  204GO 
F 13800 9 0 1 2 1  25800 
F 9 0 7 0 0  90101  042CO 
F 144CC 9 0 1 2 1  04200 
F 00000 FCCO1 14400 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  C3600 
F 9C7CO 9 0 1 2 1  C36CO 
F CO(i00 F C C C L  9C700 
F 90700 90116 144CO 
F COCO0 9C001 90700 
F 14400 9 0 1 2 1  120CO 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  0 3 6 0 0  
F 9C700 9 0 1 2 1  C4200 
F 90700 YO121 126CO 
F 15000 YO126 0C024 
F 9070C Y O 1 0 1  C48CO 
F 15600 9 0 1 2 1  04800 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  C54CO 
T 1  I X  
* R 00135 
T 
T 1  L A C B O A  2 S G  
T 1  L 1 S G  
T l  L 1 S C  - L2  S Y  
K = 411CO 
L I N E  0 1 6 0 1  
( 2 1 0 0 1 =  V I 1  
= I X  
P A J C R  LCUP 
U P  YAJCIR LOOP COUNTER 1 
1 9 0 7 0 0 ) =  1 tNU 
( 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  s sue 1 
( 1 2 6 0 0 1 =  S SUB 2 
( 1 3 2 0 ( 3 ) =  S SOB 3 
(13800)= S SUR 4 
( 144001= L 2  SQ. 
( 9 0 7 0 0 ) =  L 1  SQ. 
S SN 
S SN 
( 1 4 4 0 0 1 =  ( L 1  SQ-L2 S O )  S 1  
(15COG)= i L 1  L2 S2 
( 1 5 6 0 0 1 =  L 3  SQ. 
L I h E  01640 
PAGE 0 4 1  
0 1 6 0 1  
01602 
0 1 6 0 3  





0 1 6 0 9  
B GO135 0 1 6 1 0  
0 1 6 1  1 
0 1 6 1 2  
01613 
0 1 6 1 4  
01615 
0 1 6 1 6  
0 1 6 1 7  
6 1 6 1 8  
0 1619 
0 1 6 2 0  
0 1 6 2 1  
G1622 
0 1 6 2 3  
0 1 6 2 4  
G 1625 
0 1626 
0 1 6 2 7  
0 1 6 2 8  
0 1 6 2 9  
0 1 6 3 0  
0 1 6 3 1  
0 1 6 3 2  
0 1 6 3 3  
0 1 6 3 4  
0 1 6 3 5  
0 1 6 3 6  
0 1 6 3 7  
01638 
0 1 6 3 9  
0 1 6 4 0  
P A G E  6 4 1  
K = 411CO L I N F  0 1 6 4 1  P A C t  C42 
F 9C700 9 0 1 2 1  05400 
F 907CO 90116  156CO 
F 15600 9 0 1 2 1  13200 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  04800 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  C54CO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  13800 
F 16200 90126  00024  
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  14400 
F 907CO 90116  15CCO 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  15600 
F 21600 90116  16200 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  C6COO 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  COO50 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  01200  
F 22200 9 0 1 2 1  021CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  042CO 
F 14400  9 0 1 2 1  12600  
F 90700 901C1 03600 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  12COO 
F 17400  90116  144CO 
F 90700 9 0 1 C l  03600 
F 14400 9C121 126CO 
F 90700 901C1 042CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 2 1  12COO 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  14400  
F 18COO 90126  00022 
F 907CO 9 0 1 C l  04800  
F 14400  9 0 1 2 1  132CO 
F 907GO 9 0 1 0 1  05400 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  13800  
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  144CO 
F 18600  90126  COO22 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  04800 
F 14400  9 0 1 2 1  13800  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  054CO 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  132CO 
F 192CO 90116 14400  
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  06000  
F 12000 9 0 1 2 1  06COO 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  l2COO 
L A M R C A  4 SQ. 
1156OC)= l L 4  SC.-L3 S C )  5 3  
1 1 6 2 0 0 ) =  2 L 3  L 4  
( 2 1 6 0 0 ) =  S 
( 2 2 2 0 0 0 ) =  P 
( 1 7 4 0 C ) =  S I G M A  1 
1 1 8 0 0 0 ) =  S I G M A  2 
L3 53  
1 1 0 6 0 0 ) =  S I G M A  3 
L3  s 4  
L 4  s3  
( 1 9 2 0 0 ) =  S I G M A  4 
1 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  NU 5’3. 
0 1 6 4 1  
01642  
C 1643 
0 1644  
01645  



































K = 411CC LINE 01680 PACE C42 
K = 411CO 
F 12600  90121  C6000  
F S07C0 9 C l C 1  126CO 
F 132CO gC121 C6CCO 
F 907CO YC101 13200  
F 138C0 9 0 1 2 1  C h C O O  
F 90700  901C1 C6000 
F 907CO 90116  12CCO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  126CO 
F 907'20 90116  132CO 
F C66CO 90111  13BCO 
F 907CO 901CI OC050 
F 11400 90116  C66C0 
F 907C0 901Cl  COC50 
F 120CO 90116  C12CO 
F 907CO 901CL 0 8 4 0 0  
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  084CG 
F 138CO 90116  COO50 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  138CO 
F 907CO 90121  ClZCO 
F 12000  90121  12CCO 
R 00031  00124  
F 907CO 901Cl  00050 
F 907CO 90116  COO30 
F 12hOC 90116  C12CO 
F 90700 90101  C6600 
F 12600 9 0 1 2 1  126CO 
F 90700  YO101 00050  
F cj07CO 90116  COC30 
F Y07CO YCl l6  126CO 
F 90700  30111 l2GOO 
F 15600 90126  0 0 1 5 3  
F COCO0 9CCCl 15600  
F 907C0 9 0 1 0 1  01800  
F 132CO YO116 00050  
F 9C7C0 90101  13800  
F l20CO 9C121 13200  
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  066CO 
F 126CC C,0121 Ol8CO 
F 90700 90116  c i 5 c n  
T l  P sue1  
K = 411CC 
L I N E  01681  
( 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  N U  CUBED 
[ 13200  I =  NiJ  4 T P  
( 1 3 8 0 0 ) -  N U  5TH 
( 6 6 0 0 1 =  N U / ( l + N U )  
( 1 1 4 0 0 ) =  1/1+NU 
( 1 -  K H O / A )  
( 1 2 0 0 0 I =  c 
( 3 0 ) =  E SLR 0 I N  SEH.  
1- E S U B  0 SO 
( 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  D 
A - R  
A - R t C  
( 1 5 6 0 0  1 = C S U B  1 
S U H T K 4 C T  1 
( 1 2 6 0 i ) I =  P 
L I N E  0172C 
PAGE: 0 4 3  
0 1 6 8 1  
0 1682 
0 1 6 8 3  
01684  
01685  
0 1 6 8 6  
01687  
0 1 6 8 9  
01690  
0 169  1 
01692  
3 1 6 9 3  
0 1 6 9 4  
0 1 6 9 5  
01696  
01697  
0 1 6 9 8  
0 1 6 9 9  
01700  
0 1 7 0 1  
01702  
0 1 7 0 3  
01704  















o 1 6 8 ~  
u1718 
P 4 5 E  c 4 3  
K 411CC L I h E  01721  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  OC050 
F 90700 90116 12600  
F 13200 90116 12CCO 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  13200  
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  009CO 
F 907CO 90126  00152  
F 16200  90126  00156  ( 1 6 2 0 G ) =  Y SUR 1 
F 00000 9C001 162CO 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  CC900 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  01200  
F l20CO 90126  C0157 
F 907CO 9C101 13800  
F 12000 9 0 1 2 1  12COO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  06600 
F 126CO 9 0 1 2 1  OC900 
F 907CC 9 0 1 0 1  C06CO 
F 90700  90126  CC024 
b' 0 0 0 3 1  COO07 COO26 
F 132CO 9 0 1 1 1  CCC30 
F 907CO 90156  132CO 
F 90700  90126 00156  
F 90700  90116 126CO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  12COO 
F 24600  90126 (20152 
F C O O C O  9CC01 24600  
F 9070C 9 0 1 5 1  OC600 
F 907C0 9 0 1 2 1  C09CO 
F 907CO 90126 00156  
F 12GOC 9C126 COCO7 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  13800  
F 12000  9 0 1 2 1  12COO 
F 12600  9 0 1 5 1  OC9CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 C l  C66CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 2 1  126CO 
F 126CO 9 0 1 2 6  OC402 
R COO31 OC158 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  CC030 
F 132CC 9 0 1 1 1  C C C O O  
T 1  h sue 1 
T 1  M SUB 2 
( 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  c 
( 1 2 6 0 0 1 =  B 
30= 3 E S U R  C I N  S E R  
( 9 0 7 0 0 ) -  A 
(246(303= C SUB 2 
D I F F .  U I T t -  R E S .  T C  G A b l P A  
( 1 2 6 C C  1 = H 
K 411CC 
( 1 3 2 0 0 ) =  A 
L I N F  01760  
P A L t  0 4 4  










0 1 7 3 1  
01732  
01733  
S 1734  
01735  
0 1736  
G1737 
0 173H 
0 1739  
G1740 










0 1 7 5 1  
b1752  
01757  







K = 4 1 1 C C  L I N F  0 1 7 6 1  
F 907C0 9 0 1 0 1  12hCC 
F 907CC 9 0 1 1 1  12CCO 
F 907CO Y C l l t  132CC 
F 907CC Y(2126 C0152 
F 252CO 90126  0 0 1 5 6  ( 2 5 2 0 6 ) =  N SUR 2 
F 907CC 901CL 222CG 
F 9C7CC 9C121 2 2 2 6 0  
F 1 4 4 0 0  9C101 9C700 STGRE P S Q .  IN 14400  
F 1 2 0 0 0  96126  CC02 l  1 / 2  P SY.  
F 907C0 9 0 1 0 1  216CO 
F 907CO YO121 216CO 
F 150CO 9 C l C l  9 0 7 0 0  S T C R E  S SQ. I N  1 5 0 0 0  
F O C C C O  9C001  15CCO 
T 1  S S L L O R E C  
F 90700  9 0 1 2 6  C0171 3 / 2  S SO. 
F 907GG 9 0 1 1 6  120CO 3 / 2  S SG.-1/2 P SO. 
F 9070C 9 0 1 2 1  0 2 1 0 0  
F C O O C C  9COC1 9C7CO C 
I 0 0 1 7 2  t 5 6 9 0 9 1 5 0 - 0 2  OMFGA 1 V U L T I P L I E R  
R 90016  004C1 
F 12C00 9 0 1 2 6  C0172 ( 1 2 0 0 0 1 =  CAP.  OMEGA 1 
r? 9C016 0 0 4 9 1  C R I T  TEN T O  M I N U S  4 
F 907C0 901C1 144C0 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  2 1 6 0 0  S P  SLi. 
F 12600  YO126 COC29 - 3 1 2  S P  sw 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  15C00 
F 9 0 7 0 0  9 0 1 2 1  21600  
F 907CC 90126  0 0 1 7 3  
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  1 2 6 0 0  
F 907CO 9C121 0 2 1 0 0  
I 0 0 1 7 5  +14C54000-04 
R 9C016 0 0 4 0 1  
F 126CO 9 0 1 2 6  CC175 
R 90016  004S2 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  14400  
F 9C7CC 90121 144CO 
F 132CO 9 0 1 2 6  0 0 1 7 8  
F 90700  9 C l C 1  1440C 
F 907CO YO121 15COO 
11 CAP CPCGA 1 WITHLlClT MUL r A C T O R  
GVEGA 2 M U L T I P L I E R  
C R I T .  TEN TO-Y 
( 1 2 6 0 0 1 =  T F P P .  C A P .  OMEGA 2 
C K I T  TEN T O  MINUS 2 
3 / 8  P 4TH 
P A L E  C45 
9 1 7 6 1  
0 1 7 6 2  
G1763 
0 1 7 6 4  
01765  
0 1 7 6 6  
0 1 7 6 7  
0 1 7 6 8  
0 17h9  
G1770 
0 1 7 7 1  
0 1 7 7 2  
0 1 7 7 3  
0 1 7 7 4  
(11775 
0 1 7 7 6  
G1777 
0 1 7 7 8  
0 1 7 7 9  
0 1780  
0 1 7 8 1  
0 1 7 8 2  
0 1 7 8 3  
0 1 7 8 4  
0 1 7 8 5  
0 1786  
6 1 7 8 7  
0 1 7 8 8  
0 1 7 8 9  
01790 
0 1 7 9 1  
0 1 7 9 2  
0 1 7 9 3  
0 1 7 9 4  
0 1 7 9 5  
0 1 7 9 6  
0 1 7 9 7  
0 1 7 9 8  
0 1 7 9 9  
0 1 8 0 0  
K = 41100  L I N E  Ol8CO PAGE 0 4 5  
K = 411CO L I N E  018C1 PACE 046  
F 13800 90126 C0177 
F 907CC 90101  l5CCC 
F 907CO 90121  15CCO 
F 907CO 90126 C0176 
F 907CC 9C116 13800 
F 907CC 90111  132CO 
F 907CO 90121  0 2 1 0 0  
I GO180 +36COCGCC-C7 
R 90016 OC401 
F 132CO 90126 0 0 1 8 0  
F 907CO 90101  l2COO 
F 90700 90111  12600 
F 22800 90111  13200 
T 1  CPEGA 
F 234CO 90151  22800 
F 907CO 90101  12000 
F 12000 90126 COO24 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  12600 
F 126CO 90126 CC026 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  13200 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  12COO 
F 240CO 90111  12600 
R 90016 00491  
F 907CO 90101  144CO 
F 9C7CO 90121  21600 
F 12000 90126 00182 
F 90700 90101  15000 
F 907CO 90121  21600 
F 90700 90126 00183  
F 907CO 90116 1 2 C O O  
F 90700 90121  02100 
R 90016 004C1 
F l2COO 90126  OCl80 
R 90016 OC055 
F 90700 90101  144CO 
F 12600 90126 00029  
F 907CO 90101  15COO 
F 90700 90126 00182 
F coooc  9 c o o i  22800 
F 90700 90126 o o i a i  
1 5 / 4  S S Q  P S G  
3 5 / 8  S 4Th. 
OMEGA 3 I J U L T I P L I E R  
C R I T .  T E N  T O - 8  
(132OCl= O Y F G A  3 
(23401))=  PAR. O M E G b / P A K  G A M M A  
C K l T  TEN T C  C I \ U S  4 
P S G  TU UP C E L L S  
S P  SQ. 
( 1 2 0 0 @ ) =  1 5 / 2  ( 5  P 561.) 
35,'2 S CUEEC 
C R I T .  T E N  T O - 8  
CliArUGF C R I T E K I C N  
( 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  c 



































b 1 8 3 6  





K = 411CC L I N E  01840 P 4 G E  L.46 
K = 41100 C I N E  01641 P A G ~ .  047 
F 907CO 90111 12600 
F 907GO 90121 02100 
R 90016 004Cl 
F 12600 90126 00175 
R 90016 CC055 
F 90700 901C1 21600 
F 907CO 90126 OCC26 
F 90700 90121 02lC0 
R 90016 CC4O1 
F 90700 90126 00172 
F 907CO 90111 12600 
F 21600 9G l l l  12CCO 
F 907CO 901C1 24000 
F l 2 C O O  90121 16200 
F 907CC 901Cl 234CO 
F 907CO 90121 15600 
F 16200 90111 l2GOO 
F C O C C C  Y C O O l  16200 
F 90700 90101 24000 
F 12600 90121 25200 
F 9C700 901C1 23400 
F 907CP 90121 24600 
F: 24600 90111 126CO 
F 00000 9C001 24660 
F Y O 7 C C  901C1 24CC0 
F 132CO 9G121 C2700 
F 907CC 9 O 1 C 1  23400 
F 90700 90121 024CO 
F 22200 9Glll 13200 
F 907CO 9ClCl l62CO 
F 00000 YC9Cl CCOO0 
F 16200 90101 9C700 
F COO00 9COCl 16200 
F 90700 9ClC1 24600 
F O O O C O  9C901 O C O O O  
F 24600 90101 9C7CO 
11 r S ~ R  I 
11 T SUB 2 
T 1  F SlJH 1 
11 F SUF! 2 
K = 411GO 
C R I T .  T E N  Tu-8 
(12600)= H 
CHANGE C R I T E R I C N  
35 
C R I T .  T E N  10-8 
(90700)= A 
(1620C)= T SUB 1 
(24600)= T SUR 2 
(2220G)= T SUB 3 
(16200)= F SUB 1 T E M P .  
(24600)= F S U R  2 T E M P  










































K = 411CO L INE 0 1 8 8 1  P A G E  C48 
F 00000 9C001 24600 
F 907CO 9 C l C 1  22200  
F 00000 9C901 O C C O O  
F 22200 9 0 1 0 1  9C7CO 
R C0311 00015  
R 00312  CCOl6 
R 00313 CC017 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  24600  
F C0230 9 0 1 3 1  CC052 
F 90700  901C1 084CO 
F 90700 90126  00192  
F 907CO 90126  CC024 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  1C2CO 
F 00235  9 0 1 3 1  00052  
0 00015  0 0 2 3 1  00236  
F 907CO YO101 OC050 
F 907CO 90126  COO15 
F 00000 9C001 90700  
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  C9600 
F 907CO 90126  COO15 
F 00000 9C001 907'20 0 
F 16200  9 0 1 1 1  162CO (1620r? )=  0 UPSILON/DT 
T i  0 UPSILCN/CT 
F 00000 9COGl 16200  
5 00143  00023  00015 ( 1 9 3 ) ~  - I N  SUB O ) ( Y )  
F 90700 90101 C84CO 
F 90700 90126  COG24 
F 90700 9C126 C0192 
F 907CC 9 0 1 1 1  lO2CO ACE UPSILCY 
F 90700 90126  00193 
F 24600 9 0 1 1 1  246CO (24600) ;  L, PSI /DT 
F 90700 9 0 1 C l  21600 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  08400  
F 21600 90126  00196  ( 2 1 6 0 3 ) =  G I MULTIPLIER 
F 907CO 901C1 03600  
F 12000 YO121 04800  L 1  L 3  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  042CO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  C54CO L 2  L 4  
T 1  
T i  h SUR c Y (  1 
( 2 2 2 0 C ) =  F Sub 3 T E M P  
3 1 1 =  N SUB C Y PREVIUUS 
313= N SUrj C E T A  P R E V l O U S  
3 i z =  N SUH c A L P H A  P R E V I O U S  
1 2 3 1 ) =  CCNSTA%VT TERM F 2  
A C O  U P S I L C N  
1151= Y SUP 0 Y 
( 2 3 6 ) ~  CCNST. T E K C  
N SUR 0 Y 




~ 1 8 8 5  
Ult38h 
01887 
0 1 8 8 9  
0 189G 
u l d 9 2  
U1893 
0 1894  
j1b95 
01897 



















O l Y l A  
01919  
01920  
G l a 9  I 
o I a96 
0 1 8 9 ~  
K = 411CC L INE 01920 
Q, 
-a 
PAGE 3 4 8  
k\ = 4 : 1 !: :. 
F 9 C 7 C C  9 C l l b  1 2 C G C  
F 120CO 9C121 1 S 2 C C  
F 907CO 90101 ‘23600 
F 12600’90121 054GG 
F 907CO 901Ct C4200 
F 907CO 90121 C4800 
F 90700 90111 12600 
F 126CO 90121 186CO 
F 907CO 901C1 048CO 
F 132CO 90121 04800 
F 907CO 9ClCl 05400 
F 9070C 90121 054CO 
F 907CO 90111 132C0 
F 907CC 9C121 l8COO 
F 907CO 90116 12600 
F 907CO 90116 12CCO 
F 22800 90121 21600 
F 90700 901C1 03600 
F 12000 9C121 C5400 
F 907CC 90101 C4200 
F 90700 90121 04800 
F 907CO 90111 l2CGO 
F l2OCO 90121 19200 
F 90700 90101 03600 
F 12600 90121 04800 
F 90700 90101 G4200 
F 90700 90121 054CO 
F 907CO YO116 12600 
F 12600 90121 186CO 
F 90700 90101 054CO 
F 13200 9G121 054CO 
F 907CO 90101 C4800 
F 907CO 90121 04800 
F 90700 50111 13200 
F 907CO 90121 17400 
F 907CO 90126 00022 
F 907CO 90116 126CO 
F 90700 90111 12COO 
F 23400 90121 21600 
F 90700 90101 C3.500 
K = 411CC 
( 12000)= L 
L 1 L.4 
L 2  L 3  
(12600)= H 
L 3  SQ-+L4 SQ. 
A-R-C 
l22800)= ti1 
L 1  L4 
L2 L 3  
(1200@)= c 




L 3  S Q  
L4 SO+L3 so. 
PUL. O Y  -1 
- A - - B + C  
(23400)= G 2  
L I N E  0 1 5 6 3  
‘2 A ‘1 L 1 
; I 9 2 2  
ij 1‘72 3 
g1924 
L’ 1 ‘1 2 7 
I. 1 ‘3 2 f, 
d1727 
































~ 1 9 3 ~  
PAGE 043 
K = 411CC LlNf 01961 PACE 050 
F 12000 YO121 04800 
F 907C0 90101 04200 
F 90700 90121 C54CO 
F 907GO 40116 l2COO 
F 12CCO 90121 l 8 C O O  
F 907CO 90101  03600 
F 126C0 90121  C5400 
F 907CO Y O l C l  04200 
F 907CC 90121 04800 
F 907CO 90111  126CO 
F 12600 9C121 17400 
F 907CO 90101  03600 
F 132CO 90121 03600 
F 90700 90101  042CO 
F 90700 90121 04200 
F 90700 90111 13200 
F 90700 90121  1S2CO 
F 907C0 90126 OC022 
F 90700 90111 12600 
F 90700 YO111 12COO 
F 24COO 90121 21600 
F O O C O O  9C001 24000 
F 9r17CO 90101 03600 
F 12COO 90121 054CO 
F 907CO 901C1 C42CO 
F 907C0 90121 04800 
F 90700 9 3 1 1 1  12COO 
F l 2 C C C  90121 18000 
F 9C700 90101 C360G 
F 126CO 90121 048CO 
F 90700 90101 04200 
F 907CO 90121 C54C0 
F 907CO 90116 12600 
F 12600 90121 17400 
F 907CO YO101 03600 
F 13200 YO121 C3600 
F 90700 901C1 C4200 
F 90700 90121  C4200 
F 90700 90111 13200 
T 1  r y 3  
L1 L3 
L2 L4 
( 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  c 
L1 L4 
( 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  t3 
L 1  561. 
L2 SQ. 
- A + B t C  
( 2 4 0 0 0 ) =  G3 
L1 L 4  
L2 L3 
L2 L3+Ll L4 
( 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  c 
L 1  L3 
( 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  B 










































K = 411CO L I N E  02000 PAGE 050  
K = 411CO L I N E  02C01 PAGE 0 5 1  
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  18600 
F 90700  90116  12COO 
F 192CC 9 0 1 2 1  21600 
F SO700 9C101 228C0 
F COG00 YO901 C O C C O  
F 174C0 YO101 9C7CO 
F 90700  9C101 23400 
F COO00 YO901 O O C O O  
F l A C O O  YO101 9C7CO 
F 90700 90101  24CCO 
F O O O G O  9C9C1 C C O O O  
F lR6OO 9 0 1 0 1  90700  
F 90700  9ClC1 192CO 
F 19200  9 0 1 0 1  9C700 
F 90700  90101  18COO. 
F 00240  9 0 1 3 1  00052  
F 90700  901G1 C3600 
F 0 0 2 4 5  9 0 1 3 1  COOS2 
D 00016 0 0 2 4 1  0 0 2 4 6  
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  OC050 
F 907CO YO126 00016  
F O O C O O  9C001 907CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 C l  18hCO 
F 0 0 2 5 0  9 0 1 3 1  COO52 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  05400  
F 00255  90131  00052  
D COC17 0 0 2 5 1  00256  
S 00017  0 0 0 2 3  COO17 
F 90700  90101  00050  
F 907CO 90126  00017  
F COO00 9C001 9C700 
F 90700 901C1 05400  
F 12CCO 9 0 1 2 1  OC075 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  04800  
F 90700  9C121 CC070 
F 90700  9 C l l l  12000  
F s o 7 c o  9 c i i t  i z 6 0 n  
F c o c c o  9 ~ 9 0 1  cccon  
T 1  
1 1  
K = 411120 
1 1 9 2 0 0 ) =  G4 
l 1 7 4 0 0 ) =  H SUB 1 TEMP. 
I18000 
118600  
= n S U B  2 TEMP 
= H S U B  3 T E P P .  
( 1 9 2 0 0 ) =  H S U B  4 TEMP. 
1 2 4 1 ) =  CUNST. I N  H S U B  2 SER. 
( 2 4 6 ) ~  CCNST. I N  LbMBDA 1 
1 1 6 ) =  hl SUB 0 ALPHA 
N SUB 0 ALPHA 
l 2 5 1 ) =  CUNST.  I N  H3 
1 2 5 6 ) =  CONST.  I N  LAMBDA 4 
1 1 7 ) =  F\r SUB 0 E T A  
N S U B  0 E T A  
L4 S I N  T H E T A  
L3 COS T h f T A  
L I N E  02040  
02001  
02002 
0 2 0 0 3  
0 2 0 0 4  
02005  
0 2 0 0 6  
0 2 0 0 7  
0 2 0 0 8  
G2009 
02010  
0 2 0 1  1 
02012  
0 2 0 1 3  
02014  




0 2 0 1 9  
02020  
0 2 0 2 1  
0 2 0 2 2  
0 2 0 2 3  
0 2 0 2 4  






0 2 0 3  1 
02032  
0 2 0 3 3  
02034  
0 2 0 3 5  
02036  
02037  
0 2 0 3 8  
02039  
02040  
PAGE e 5 1  
K = 4 1 1 C C  L INE 0 2 0 4 1  P A G E  c 5 2  
F 12000 90126 00199 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  C4200 
F 90700 90126 COO16 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  174CO 
F 17400 90116 12000 
S 00190 00023 00016 
F 90700 901C1 048CO 
F 12000 9 0 1 2 1  CC075 
T 1  L 
F COO00 9 0 0 0 1  12COO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  05400 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  OOC70 
F 90700 90116 l2COO 
F 12000 9 0 1 2 6  001F9 
T 1  L3 + L 4  
F 00000 9 0 0 0 1  12000 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  03600 
F 90700 90126 00190 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  18000 
F 18000 9 0 1 1 1  12COO 
S 00189 00023 COO17 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  036CO 
F 12000 9 0 1 2 1  CCC70 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  04200 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  COO75 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  12CCO 
F 12000 90126 00199 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  C54CO 
F 907CO 90126 COO17 
F 907CC 90111 18600 
F 18600 9 0 1 1 1  12COO 
F 90700 901C1 04200 
F 12OCO 9 0 1 2 1  00070 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  03600 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  OC075 
F 90700 90116 12000 
F 12OCO 90126 00199 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  04800 
F 907CO 90126 00189 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  19200 
N SUB 0 ALPFA L2 
( 1 7 4 0 0 ) =  ( C L l / D T )  
1 1 9 0 ) =  -N SLB 0 ALPHA 
L 3  S I N  T h E T A  
3 S I h  T I - E T A  
L4 C O S  T H E T A  
T I W E S  Z E R O  
-N SUB 0 ALPHA L 1  
PLUS HZ 
( 1 8 0 0 0 ) =  DLZ/DT 
( 1 A 9 ) =  -N SUB 0 E T A  
L 1  COS r H t T A  
L2  S I N  T h E T A  
( 1 8 6 0 0 ) =  DL3/DT 
L2 C O S  T H E T A  
K = 411CO LINE G208O 
0 2 0 4 1  
02042 
02043 




































~ 2 0 5 2  
P4CE c s z  
K = 411CC L I N F  G2OAl PAGE 053 
F 192CO 90111 12COO 
A GO260 O C 0 1 5  COO16 
S 00260 C026C CCC17 
n 00261 00260 O C O C H  
A 00262 OGOl6 COO18 
A 00262 00262 COO17 
C 00263 00262 C C C O R  
R 90521 COG08 
R 90522 OCO12 
R 90523 C0261 
R 90524 00263 
F 16200 90141 162'20 
F 246CO 90141 24600 
F 222CC 90141 22200 
F 907CO 90101 246GO 
F C96CO 90101 9C700 
F 00000 90001 C9600 
F C36C0 90141 174CO 
F 042C0 90141 l8COO 
F 04HCO 9C141 18600 
F 05400 90141 19200 
F 907CC 90101 108CO 
F 12000 90121 10800 
F 12600 90121 12000 
F 132CO 90121 12000 
F 13800 90121 132CO 
F 907CO YO101 l2C00 
F 90700 90116 12600 
F 907CO 50111 13200 
F 9070C 90116 13800 
F 12C00 90126 COO24 
F 90700 90101 162GO 
F 12600 90126 GO123 
F 907CO 90101 222CO 
F 132CO 90126 COO26 
F 90700 901Gl 12COO 
F 907CO 90111 12600 
F 23400 9011h 132CO 
F 90700 90101 CC600 
T 1  P S I  
K = 411CO 
( 2 6 1 ) ~  Y+ALPHA-ETA 
(263)= Y P R . + A L P H A + E T A  
N SUB 0 TO I N T .  R O L T I N E  
N P R I M E  TU I N T .  ROLTIhJF  
Y t A L P I i A - E T A  T O  I Y T .  R O U T I N E  
Y P R . + h L P b A - E T A  T O  I N T .  R O U T I N E  
(16200)= ORACKET U P S I L U N  
( 24600 1 = URACKET P S I  
(2%200)= DR.  1+SUE O/H 
(03600)= L 1  BRACKET 
(054CO)= L 4  BRACKET 
(12000)= D E L T A  561. 
D E L T A  CUBED 
D E L T A  51h 
C E L T A  4 r ~  
( 1200 ) =  2 ( D 2-0 3+D4-D 5 1 
(12600)= -3/2 E SUB 0 HR. UPSILOY 
(13200)- 3 B R . ( H  SUR O / H )  
l23400)= BRACKET CH1 










































K = 411CC L I N E  0 2 1 2 1  PACF 054 
F C C O C O  9C9C3 C C O C O  
F 18000 901'21 9 C 7 C O  
F 907CO 901C1 O G 4 C O  
F C O C C C  9C9C3 C C C C O  
F 18600  9 0 1 0 1  9C700 
F 907CO 9C101 C15CO 
F O O O C O  90903  00000 
F 192CO 9 0 1 0 1  90700 
R 0 0 0 3 1  00265  
F 90700  90146  00600 
F 12COO 9 0 1 1 1  0 0 0 3 0  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  16200  
F 12600  90146 CC9CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 C l  09600 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  12600  
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  23400 
F 24600 9 0 1 1 1  120CO 
F COOCO 9C001 24600  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  06000  
F 12000  9 0 1 2 1  06000 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  12COO 
F 12600  9 0 1 2 1  12000 
F 90700 9C101 12600  
F 13200  9 0 1 2 1  12000  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  126CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 2 1  126CO 
F 90700  90111 132'20 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  12600  
F 12OCO 9 0 1 1 1  12C00 
F 90700  YO101 CC050 
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  C7200 
F 90700  9 0 1 2 1  12COO 
F 12000  90126  S C O O 8  
0 00266 0 0 1 9 3  00155  
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  1'32CO 
F 12600  90126  00266  
F 907CO 9 0 1 C l  18600  
F 90700  90126  0 0 0 0 8  
F 12000 9 0 1 2 1  1 2 c c o  
T 1  B R  k SLB C 
( 1 8 0 0 1 =  2 SUB 1 
(186CO)= k, SUB 2 
1 1 9 2 0 0 ) =  6: SUR 3 
( 3 1 ) =  3 / 2  E SUB 0 
BAR R H U / A  C C S  PHI  
( 1 2 0 0 G ) -  H 
BAR R H C / A  S I N  P H I  
A + C  
( 2 4 6 0 C ) =  BR. k SUB 0 
(120001=  NU SQ. 
( 1 2 6 0 0 ) -  NU FOURTH 
( 1 3 2 0 0 ) =  NU S I X r H  
( 9 0 7 0 G l =  NU EIGHT 
I l 2 0 0 0 ) =  N u l l - N U  S6: 














0 2 1 3 4  
02135  
G2136 




0 2 1 4 1  



















K = 41100 L I N F  02160  PAGE 054  
K = 41100 
F 13200 9 0 1 2 1  C96CO 
F 9 0 7 0 0  9 0 1 0 1  l62CO 
F 9070C 9 0 1 1 1  C O G 8 5  
F 90700 90126 COCO8 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 1  l8COO 
F 90700 Y C l l l  13200 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  12600 
F 12COO 9 0 1 1 1  12CO@ 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  2 4 6 0 0  
F 907CC 9 0 1 2 6  CCCO8 
F 12600 9 0 1 1 1  12000 
F 90700 9 0 1 4 6  0 1 5 0 0  
F 13200 9 0 1 2 6  00266 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  126CO 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  13200 
F 0 0 2 7 0  9 0 1 3 1  00052 
F C0275 9 0 1 3 1  OCC90 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  CC050 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 6  0 0 2 6 5  
F 13800 90146 0 0 6 0 0  
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  13800 
F C0280 9 0 1 3 1  OOC90 
M 00286 C0276 0 0 0 0 7  
C 0 0 2 8 7  0 0 2 8 1  C C O O A  
P 0 0 2 8 8  0 0 2 8 7  00024 
D 0 0 2 8 9  0 0 2 8 6  C0288 
M 0 0 2 9 0  CCOC8 0 0 0 2 6  
D 0 0 2 5 1  0 0 2 7 1  0 0 2 9 0  
A COO81 0 0 2 9 1  0 0 2 8 9  
0 00292 CO288 0 0 0 2 4  
D 0 0 2 9 3  0 0 2 7 6  00292 
S 00086 OC023 0 0 2 9 3  
F 90700 9 0 1 4 6  0 0 6 0 0  
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  0 0 0 3 0  
F 90700 9 0 1 2 6  00008 
F 138GO 90126 OOC86 
F 907C0 9 0 1 0 1  00085 
F 14400 YC126 0 0 1 2 3  
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  00080 
F 907CO 9 0 1 2 6  0 0 2 6 7  
K = 411CO 
L I N E  0 2 1 6 1  
( 1 3 2 0 C ) =  B 
( h  SUH 0 C2tBR. UPSILON) 
( 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  h SUR 0 BR H + t 3  
BAR (RHO/A) SQ. 
( 1 3 2 0 0 1 =  -C 
( 2 7 1 1 5  A 1  
( 2 7 6 ) =  A2 
B A R  RHO/A C C S  P H I  
( 2 8 1 ) =  B E T A  
( 2 8 6 ) =  A2 E SUR 0 
( 2 8 8 ) =  2 B E T A  N SUB 0 
( 2 8 9 ) =  A2 F SUB 0 / 2  B E T A  N SlJB 0 
( 2 9 0 ) =  3 N S U B  0 
( 2 9 1 1 =  A1/3  N SUB 0 
( 8 1 ) =  C SUB 1 
( 8 6 ) -  C SUB 2 
B A R  R H O / A  C C S  P H I  
( 1 3 8 0 0 ) =  8 
( 1 4 4 0 0 ) -  - 3 / 2  E SUB 0 
L I N E  0 2 2 0 0  
PAGE 0 5 5  




0 2 1 6 5  
0 2 1 6 6  
0 2 1 6 7  
0 2 1 6 8  
0 2  169 
0 2 1 7 0  
0 2  17 1 
0 2 1 7 2  
' 0 2 1 7 3  
0 2 1 7 4  
0 2 1 7 5  
0 2 1 7 6  
0 2 1 7 7  
0 2 1 7 8  
0 2 1 7 9  
0 2  180 
0218 1 
0 2 1 8 2  
0 2 1 8 3  
0 2 1 8 4  
02185 
0 2 1 8 6  
0 2 1 8 7  
0 2 1 8 8  
0 2 1 8 9  
0 2 1 9 0  
0 2 1 9 1  
0 2 1 9 2  
0 2 1 9 3  
0 2 1 9 4  
02195 
0 2 1 9 6  
0 2 1 9 7  
02198 
0 2 1 9 9  
02200 
PAGE C 5 5  
K = 4 1 1 C O  L I N E  0 2 2 0 1  P A G t  C 56 
F 9070C 9 0 1 1 1  14400 
F 90700 90126 COO08 ( 9 0 7 0 0 ) =  A 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  13800 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  13200 A + B - C  
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  12600 ( 9 0 7 0 0 ) =  DN/DELTA Z 
F 00000 9 0 0 0 1  90700 
F 07800 9 0 1 4 1  90700 ( 0 7 8 0 C ) =  \ SUB 0 CELTA Z 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  07800 
F 00000 9C001 50700 
F 00470 9 0 1 3 1  00460 
F 00475 9 0 1 3 1  00462 
F 00480 9 0 1 3 1  C0464 
F 00485 9 0 1 3 1  00466 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  00470 
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  00475 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  00480 
F 12000 9 0 1 1 1  C0485 
F 00000 9 0 0 0 1  12COO 
F 07800 90116 12000 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  07800 
F 07800 90126 00020 
F 00000 9C001 07800 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  00080 
F 10800 9 0 1 1 1  22200 
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  00050 
F 09000 9 0 1 1 1  10800 
F O O O C O  9 0 0 0 1  090CO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  16200 
F 102CO 9 0 1 1 1  00085 
F O O C O O  9C001 1C200 
F 90700 9 0 1 C l  lC t i00  
F 120CO 9 0 1 2 1  10800 
F 12600 9 0 1 2 1  lOB00 
T 1  CN/DELTA-2 
T 1  N SUB C DELTA 2 
11 SUBTRACT S E R I E S  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  07800 
11 N SUB 0 CELTA 2 
T 1  H SUE O / H  
11 UPS I LCN 
N SUB 0 DELTA 2 
( 1 0 8 0 0 ) =  DELTA S E R I E S  
( 0 9 3 0 0 ) =  h SUB O/H 
l 1 0 2 0 0 ) =  UPSILON 
I ( 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  G E L T A  SQ 
( 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  CELTA CUeED 




































~ 2 2 3 7  
02238 
0 2 2 3 9  
02240 
K = 411CO LINE 02240 PAGE 056 
K = 411CC L I N F  C2241 PAGE C57 
F 13200  9 0 1 2 1  10800  
F 138CO 9 0 1 2 1  l C 8 0 0  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  0 0 0 5 0  
F 907CO 90116 1'2800 
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  12000 
F 907CO 90116  126120 
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  13200 
F 08400  90116  13800 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  12000  
F 90700  90116  12600  
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  13200  
F 907CO 90116  13800  
F 12000  90126  COO24 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  10200  
F 12600  90126 CG123 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  10800  
F 13200  90126  00026  
F 90700 9 0 1 0 1  12000  
F 907CO 9 0 1 1 1  12600  
F 23400  90116  13200  
F O C O O O  9C001 23400  
F 90700  90146  C0600 
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  COO30 
F 12000  9 0 1 2 1  1C200 
F 90760  90146  C09CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  18600  
F 90700  9 0 1 2 1  09600  
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  23400  
F 07200  9 0 1 1 1  12000  
F 00000 9 0 0 0 1  C72CO 
F 907'20 9 0 1 0 1  10800  
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  C72CO 
F 90700  90126  0 0 0 2 1  
F 120GO 9 0 1 2 1  C6000 
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  10800  
F 90700  90116  C7200 
F 90700  90126  0 0 0 2 1  
11 C H I  
F 90700  9 0 1 1 1  i a o o o  
11 k B A R  
K = 41100 
( 1 3 2 0 0 ) =  L E L T A  4TH 
( 1 3 8 0 C ) =  C F L T A  5 T H  
( 1-U) 
( l - D + C 2  1 
I l -D+02+U3 1 
(1 -0+02-03+D4)  
1 8 4 0 0 ) =  NEW H / P  SUB 0 
U2-03 
l 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  - 3 / 2  E SUB 0 U P S i L O N  
( 1 3 2 0 0 ) -  + 3  D E L T A  
( 2 3 4 0 0 ) =  C H  1 
B A R  R H O / A  CGS PHI 
R BAR/A C U S +  RAR+3/2 E SUB 0 
( 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  B 
( 0 7 2 0 0 ) =  k BAR 
1 / 2  ( C E L T A + M  B A R )  
1 / 2  (DELTA+CU B A R *  NU 
L I N E  02280  
0 2 2 4 1  
02242  
02243  
0 2 2 4 4  
02245  
U2246 













0 2 2 6 0  






0 2 2 6 7  
02268  
0 2 2 6 9  
0227G 









t i 2280  
PAGE 0 5 7  
K = 411CC L INC 0 2 2 8 1  
(6COO)= NU F 0600C 9C116 12COO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  06OCO 
F 00440 9 0 1 3 1  C0430 
F GO445 9 0 1 3 1  CC432 
F 00450 9 0 1 3 1  C0434 
F C0455 9 0 1 3 1  00436  
F 90700 90116 00440  
F 90700 90116  CC445 
F 90700 90116 00450 
F 90700 90116  00455 
F 90700 90126  CC020 
F 06000 9 0 1 0 1  9C7C0 
F O O O C O  9C001 06000  
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  C42CO 
F 00000 SCOO1 90700 
F SC7CO 90116 C4800 L2-L3 
F C C O O O  9C001 9C7CO 
T 1  NU S E R I E S  
T 1  L4MDCb 2 @ R A C K E T  
T I  L2-L3 
F 12000 9C121 90700 (L2 -L3 )  Sb;. 
T 1  ( L l -  L 2 )  S C  
F COO00 9C001 12COO 
F 907CO 9 0 1 0 1  C36CO 
F 907CO 9 C l l l  G5400 L l + L 4  
F 90700 9C121 9C7GO ( L l + L 4 )  Sb;. 
F 90700 9 0 1 1 1  l Z O C 0  
F 0 0 3 0 0  9 0 1 3 1  CCC52 1 3 0 1 ) =  11 
F 90700  9C lG1  C4200 
F 907C0 9 0 1 1 1  04800  L2+L3 
F 12000 9 0 1 2 1  9C7CO 
F 907CO 901C1 C36CO 
F 907CO 90116 05400 
F 90700 9 0 1 2 1  9C7CC 
F 9C7CO 9 C l l l  12C00 
F 00305 9 0 1 3 1  COO52 ( 3 0 6 ) =  12 
F G O 3 1 5  9 0 0 7 1  00154 ( 3 1 5 ) =  S I N  1 / 2  I SUB 0 
F C031h 9007s  00154 ( 3 1 h ) =  C O S  1 / 2  I SUB 0 
A 00317 00315  00316 [ 3 1 7 1 =  C O S  1 / 2  IO+SIN 112 IO 
S C0318 C0316 00315 ( 3 1 8 ) =  C O S  1 / 2  I O - S I N  112 IO 
P A G t  058 
0 2 2 8 1  
02282  
02283  



























0 2 3 1  1 
0 2 3 1 2  
02313  






0 2 3 2 0  
K = 411CC L I h E  62320 P A G E  058  
K 411CC L I N E  02321  PAGE 0 5 9  
t~ C0322 0 0 3 1 7  OOC24 
M 00323  C031A COC24 
R C0327 0 0 0 2 3  
R c 0 3 2 5  
c ~ 0 3 2 ~  0 0 3 2 7  c c 3 2 7  
A 00326  003'21 0 0 3 2 8  
0 00329  00326  00322 
S GO329 0 0 0 2 3  00329  
5 00330  00327  00329  
C 0 0 0 2 3  00330  0 0 3 9 1  
F 00392  
R 00391 
S 00330  0 0 0 2 3  CC330 
13 00392  
R C0327 00329  
C 00330  0 0 3 2 4  CG325 
R 0 0 3 3 3  0 0 0 2 3  
I 00332  0 0 3 3 3  00333  
A 00334 00332  C0306 
D 00335  00334  C0323 
S 00336  0 0 3 3 5  C0333 
C 0 0 0 2 3  0 0 3 3 6  00393  
E 00394  
R 0 0 3 9 3  
S 0 0 3 3 6  0 0 0 2 3  00336  
B 00394  
R C0333 0 0 3 3 5  
C 00336  GO324 0 0 3 3 1  
A 0 0 3 4 1  00327  0 0 3 3 3  
S 00342 00327  0 0 3 3 3  
C 00342  00342  GO021 
A 0 0 3 4 3  00341  C0315 
A 00344  C0.342 GO316 
F 90700  901Cl  COO50 
F 90700  YO126 0 0 3 4 3  
F 03600 90111 03600  
F 90700  90126  C0344 
6 00331  
I a 0 3 4 1  ~ 0 3 4 1  0 0 0 2 1  
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  coo50  
( 3 2 2 ) =  2 ( 3 1 7 3  
13231=  2 1 3 1 8 )  
- ( W + X  S Q . ) / P  
( 3 2 7 1 =  A 
( 3 3 3 1 =  0 
X SQ 
( 3 4 1 1 =  1 / 2  ( A + E I  
( 3 4 2 ) ~  112 ( A - B l  
1 3 4 4 ) s  LCS 1 / 2  I 0 + 1 / 2  ( A - B l  
( 3 4 3 ) s  S I N  1 / 2  I + 1 / 2  ( A + B )  
(36001= PiLW LAVBDA 1 
0 2 3 2 1  
02322  
0 2 3 2 3  







0 2 3 3 1  
b GO391 02332  
0 2 3 3 3  









0 2 3 4 3  
0 2 3 4 4  
0 0 0 3 9 3  0 2 3 4 5  
02346  
H GO394 02347  













K = 411CC L I N E  02360  PAGE 0 5 9  
K = 41100 L I N E  0 2 3 6 1  PAGC (160 
F 05400  9 0 1 1 1  C5400 
R 90016  OC055 
S 00345  GOO15 0 0 3 1 1  
S 00346  GOO16 C0312 
S 00347  GOO17 00313  
C 00023  00345  00355  
C 00023  00346  C0357 
C 00023  0 0 3 4 7  00358 
C GO345 OC324 00135  
C 00346  00324  C0135 
C 00347  00324  00135  
v 00594  t15COCGOOtO2 
C 00084  00594 00135  
E 9 1 2 0 1  
8 00355  
S 00345  COO23 00345  
E 00356 
+ B 00357  
S 00346  00023  GO346 
E 00360  
4 B 00358  
S 00347  00023  CC347 
E 00359  
B 0 0 2 0 1  
F 12000  9 0 1 0 1  COO50 
F 12600  90146  9C700 
F 13200  9C101 9C700 
R 00187  00020  
R 00185 0 0 0 2 3  
A 00185  00185  00020 
F 13200 9 0 1 5 1  13200  
F 90700  9 0 1 0 1  07800 
F 12000  9 0 1 2 1  lZC00  
C 00187  00187  00185  
F 9070C 90146  132CO 
F 90700  9 0 1 2 1  12COO 
4 B 00356  
4 B 00360  
4 B 00359  
8 GO186 
( 5 4 0 0 ) =  NtW LAMBDA 4 
CELTA N SUR 0 Y 
DELTA N SUO 0 ALPtiA 
DELTA N SUR C ETA 
CHANGE N U M E R I C A L  C R I T E R I O N  
H 00355 
U 06357  
B 90358  
d 0 0 2 0 1  
11200C)= N SUR 0 E L  ACC. 
1 1 2 6 0 0 ) =  S E R I E S  ACC. 
( 1 3 2 0 0 ) =  D E R .  T SUR I CELL 
( 1 8 7 ) =  l/N F A C T O R I A L  
( 1 8 5 1 =  COLNTER ( I T E R . )  =C 
B 00186  
D I F F E R E N T I A L  
1 1 2 0 0 0 ) =  N DELTA Z T U  THE NTH 
B A R  r SUB I 
KUL. H Y  N D E L T A  z ro THE N T H  




















0 2 3 8 1  
G23A2 
02383  
0 2 3 ~  
02385  





0 2 3 9 1  
02392  
t i2393 







K = 41100  L I N E  02400  PAGE 1260 
03 
0 K = 411CC L I N E  02401 P A G E  C6l 
F 907CC ,90126 C0187 
F 12600 9Clll 126CO 
C C0184 00185 0 0 1 8 6  
F 90700 90101 12600 
E 002C2 
R 00211 
F 120CO 901C1 CC050 
F 126CG 90101 00065 
F 1 3 2 C O  90146 9C7CO 
R C0187 OC020 
R GO185 CC023 
A 00185 00185 COO20 
F 1 3 2 C O  90136 13200 
F 907CO 901C1 07800 
F 12000 90121 1 2 C O O  
0 00187 00187 C0185 
F 907CO 901C1 13200 
F 90700 90121 12C30 
F 907CO 90126 C0187 
F 12600 90111 12600 
C 00184 00185 C0389 




G 90700 CC7CO 
Q 907C1 00701 
C 907C2 00702 
Q 907C3 007C3 
C 99000 OC191 
6 99CCl 00192 
Q 99002 C0194 
C 99003 G O l Y 5  
R 00389 
S C R T  ANC P R I N T  
B O C C O l  
P C Q O O O  00011 T A  
v oooo ' j  + 7 c c o c c o o + o 3  
V C O O 1 0  + G G O C C C C C + O C  
T 
K = 45CCO 
A C D  T f J  SUP 
( 1 2 C O O ) =  N @ Z  ACC. C E L L S  
Z E R O  S E Y I E S  T O  ACC. C E L L S  
U I F F .  D A R K E C  S E R I E S  
(12000)= N OZ T U  THE NTH 
MUL. B Y  C E L T A  Z T O  T H E  N T H  
ADD T O  SUP 
NO. OF I T E R A T I O N  = 5  E N D  
S O R T  AND P R I N T  
( l O I = O  









































P A G E  061 
K = 45CCO L I N E  0 2 4 4 1  PALF Ch2 
v 0 0 0 1 1  + 1 0 c c c 0 c 0 + 0 1  
v 00012  + 2 o o c c c o o + o 1  
V COO13 +3OCCCCCO+Ol 
V 00014  +67108864+08  
V C O O 1 5  + l O O C C O C O + C 7  
V 00016 + l O C O C C C O + O 5  
V COO17 +lOOCCOC0+03 
v 00018  +50CGC000+02 
V 0 0 0 1 9  - l O G C C O C O + O l  
V 00096 -44301CC0+05 
V COC99 +45GClCCG+05 
A 000'97 OC003 00099  
Y COO02 0 0 0 9 7  OCOC9 COO95 
R 00003 CC096 
G 0 0 0 2 5  O C O O l  COCO3 
V 00026 COO25 0 0 0 1 3  
A 0 0 0 4 0  COO26 OCC03 
S COO40 COO40 00012  
I 00027  + C O C G C O C O + O C  
I 00030  -1CCOCOOO+O7 
I 0 0 0 3 4  + C O C C C O O O + O C  
A 00030  0 0 0 3 0  COO15 
S 0 0 0 2 8  COOC3 COO12 
A 0 0 0 3 4  0 0 0 3 4  00015  
A 0 0 0 2 8  OC028 OC013 
G COO31 O C O O l  COG28 
G 0 0 0 3 2  0 0 0 0 2  COO28 
G 0 0 0 3 3  OG003 COO28 
R COO23 O C O l l  
C 0 0 0 3 2  00010 CC037 COG3@ 
S 0 0 0 3 2  00010 OC032 
P 0 0 0 2 3  0 0 0 2 3  COO19 
C 0 0 0 3 2  0 0 0 3 4  00036  
c 0 0 0 ~ 7  o o o i a  c c o 9 8  
+ B OOC94 
B O O O S 8  
R COO29 
+ B 0 0 0 3 5  
+ R 0 0 0 3 8  
4 B 00037  
( 2 5 ) = N O  OF T E R M S  I q K  
K =  
J 
J 
J + 1  
A 
A *  
A * #  
C O S  O R  S I N  INE. 
U244 1 
G2442 
0 2 4 4 3  




( J2448  
0 2 4 4 9  
( J2450  
u245  1 
02452  
0 2 4 5 3  
0 2 4 5 4  
U O O O ' J 4  02455  
02456  
0 2 4 5 8  
0 2 4 5 9  
02460  
0 2 4 6 1  
(32462 
U2463 
0 2 4 6 4  




I! 23035  112469 
02470  
0 2 4 7 1  
0 2 4 7 2  
(32473 
0 2 4 7 4  
32475  
ti OU038 a2476 
02477 
0 2 4 7 8  
E C O O 3 7  0 2 4 7 9  
1;2400 
b O C 0 9 8  C2457 
K = 45CCO LINF 02480  P4Lt ~ 6 2  
K = 45CCC L I N E  6 2 4 8 1  P A G F  Ch3 
C 0 0 0 3 0  0 0 0 3 2  OC036 
D 0 0 0 4 5  COO32 OC015 
A 0 0 0 4 6  0 0 0 4 5  COO14 
S 0 0 0 4 7  0 0 0 4 6  C O O 1 4  
M COO48 CC047 0 0 0 1 5  
S COO49 OC032 OC048 
0 0 0 0 5 0  0 0 0 4 9  COO16 
A COO51 0 0 0 5 0  CC014 
S 0 0 0 5 2  0 0 0 5 1  0 0 0 1 4  
F1 0 0 0 5 3  0 0 0 5 2  0 0 0 1 6  
S 0 0 0 5 4  0 0 0 4 9  CC053 
D 0 0 0 5 5  CC054 COO17 
A 0 0 0 5 6  0 0 0 5 5  0 0 0 1 4  
S 0 0 0 5 7  0 0 0 5 6  COO14 
C 0 0 0 5 8  0 0 0 5 7  CC017 
S 0 0 0 5 9  COO54 0 0 0 5 8  
A 0 0 0 6 0  C005F 0 0 0 1 4  
S 0 0 0 6 0  00060 OC014 
R COO82 OC031 
R 0 0 0 8 3  CC047 
S 0 0 0 8 4  COO52 0 0 0 1 8  
S OOCe5 COO57 0 0 0 1 8  
S COO86 OCO60 COO18 
R 0 0 0 8 7  OC023 
C 00065 COO33 COO15 
A 0 0 0 6 6  CC065 OC014 
S 0 0 0 6 6  0CC66 COO14 
V 0 0 0 6 7  OC066 CC015 
S 0 0 0 6 8  COO33 COCC7 
D 0 0 0 6 9  COO68 C C C l 6  
A 0 0 0 7 0  0 0 0 6 s  C C C 1 4  
S COO70 CC070 OC014 
M 0 0 0 7 1  OC070 CCOl6  
S OOC72 0 0 0 6 8  CCC71 
D 0 0 0 7 3  OC072 CCC17 
A 0 0 0 7 4  OC073 CCG14 
S COO74 OG074 COC14 
C COO75 OC074 CCCl7  
S 0 0 0 7 6  0 0 0 7 2  COO75 
A 0 0 0 7 6  CC076 CCCl4  
A *  
( 4 7 ) = P + 5 C  
( 5 2  1 =C+50 
( 5 7 ) = R + 5 0  






C C S  OR S I N  
( 6 6 ) = I  
( 7 0 ) = J + 5 0  
( 7 4 ) = K + 5 0  
0 2 4 8 1  
b 2 4 8 2  
0 2 4 8 3  
0 2 4 8 4  
0 2 4 8 5  
0 2 4 8 6  
0 2 4 d 7  
0 2 4 8 8  
0 2 4 8 9  
0 2 4 9 0  
0 2 4 9 1  
C2492  
G2493 
0 2 4 9 4  
0 2 4 9 5  
0 2 4 9 6  
0 2 4 9 7  
0 2 4 9 9  
G2500 
0 2 5 0 1  
0 2 5 0 2  
0 2 5 0 3  
0 2 5 0 4  
0 2 5 0 5  
0 2 5 0 6  
0 2 5 0 7  
0 2 5 0 8  
0 2 5 0 9  
0 2 5 1 0  
0 2 5 1 1  
0 2 5 1 2 ,  
0 2 5 1 3  
0 2 5 1 4  
b 2 5 1 5  
0 2 5 1 6  
0 2 5 1 7  
0 2 5 1 8  
0 2 5 1 9  
0 2 5 2 0  
0 2 4 9 n  
K = 45COO L I N E  0 2 5 2 0  P.4GE C63 
K = 45CCC 
5 COO76 CCC76 COO14 
S 00088 CC066 CC018 
S O O C S O  CC074 C G O l H  
S OOOSl OC076 C C C l H  
A 00027 GO027 COO11 
C COO40 00028 COO35 
C 00025 00027 00029 
E coo02  
4 B 00039 
A 00027  CC027 COO11 
E 00036 
B 00095 
R 90700 990CO 
R 90701 S9OC1 
R 90702 99CC2 
R 90703 99007 
E 00094 
K 00100 
s coo89 c c 0 7 0  c c o i a  
F o n o c o  00101 00082 
B COO36 
TERY P R I h T  R C L T I h E  
G 00015 0CCOl CCCO3 
F 00019 00121  OC015 
s 00020 coo20  COO11 
R COO16 00011  
C COO19 00010 CCC07 CCCO6 
R 00030 O C O l O  
R 00031 OC0lO 
E 00008 
B COO06 
S 00016 00010 00011 
S COO19 00010 OC019 
D 00030 C O O l S  CC012 
A COO30 OC030 COO13 
S 00030 00030 OC013 
PC COO31 00030 CCO12 
S 00031  00019 OCO31 
B C O O O l  
* B COO07 
L I N E  02521 





I 1 T O  35 













B 00039 02532 
02533  
02534 






0 2 5 4 1  
02542 









8 00006 02552 
02553  
02554 






K = 451'20 L I N E  b2560 PAGE 664 
K = 4510C L I N E  0 2 5 6 1  
C COO30 00030  COC16 
R COO29 0 0 0 3 0  
R 00030  0 0 0 3 1  
G 0 0 0 1 7  OCO06 CC003 
G COO31 CC041 COO17 
G COO32 OC002 CCCC3 
G COO33 OCOO3 C C C O 3  
G COO34 0C004 CC003 
G 00035  CCOC5 CCCO3 
G 00036  OGC07 CCCC3 
G COO37 O C O O R  C C C O 3  
G GO038 CCOCS C C C O 3  
G 00039  C C O l O  CCOO3 
F 0 0 0 3 3  0 0 0 5 1  CC033 
F 00034  0 0 0 5 1  GC034 
F COO35 0 0 0 5 1  CC035 
F 00036  COO51 00036  
F 0 0 0 3 7  COO51 OC037 
F 00038 OC051 OC038 
F 00039  0 0 0 5 1  CC039 
P 00020  0 0 0 1 1  TA 0808C3 SSN 
P 00029  C C O l 1  T A  1 0102C8090403010301030103010301030103SNNSANSASASASASASA 
B OOOC8 
T 
T .  x 10 x I A  6 C D E F G HI 
0103 S A  
T 
P C O O C O  0 0 0 1 1  T A  
P C O O C O  O C O l l  T A  
E 00002 
v COO10 +oocoOccc+oo 
v coo11  + 1 o o c c ~ c o + o 1  
v ooo 12 + i c c c c c o o + o a  
v 00013  +67108a64+08  
W COO40 S I K  
W COO41 
w 00042  C C S  
K 00050 
B c o o 0 1  
PROGRAC T C  CCFUVERT I \ ; U C E R I C  T O  A L P P A  
g25h1 











( ~ 2 5 7 3  
U2574 
U2575 
0 2 5 7 6  
0 2 5 7 7  
U2579 
0 2 5 8 1  














~ 3 2 5 9 8  
02599  
t: 69C)Ul 02600 
22578  
~ 2 5 ~ 0  
02582 
~ 2 5 ~ 4  
K = 45150  L I N F  02600  PAGF Oh5 
K = 4515C 
G OOOC6 O C O O l  CCCC3 
R C O O l R  CCOl6 
C O O C O 6  COO11 0 0 0 0 5  
S CCOC6 00010 C C C O 6  
D OOOC7 OG006 COO12 
A CCOC7 CC007 COO15 
S COO08 OCOC7 CCOl5 
5 COOC9 CCOC6 CCC08 
C COO18 00G18 CCC13 
A 00018 C C O l B  COO14 
P COO18 C C O l b  CCC13 
A C O O l R  CCO18 OCC09 
H 00001 CC004 CC018 
F C O O O Z  
v 00010 + c o c c c o c c + o c  
v COO11 - 1 o c c c c c c + o 1  
v 00012 +1oocccOo+o2 
v 00013 +lOOCCOC0+03 
V COO14 +9CCOCCCO+O2 
V 00015 t 0 7 1 0 8 8 6 4 t 0 8  
w 00016 + 
k COO17 - 
K C005C 
C 900CC 49152 
C 9COOB CCOO8 
0 00031 G C O C l  
C 00032 CCOG2 
C 00033 CCOC3 
C 00034 C C O C 4  
C 00035 rJCO05 
v c o o 0 3  + c o c c c c c c + o c  
V COOC4 t452CCCOOtO5 
R 00150 9CC08 
R c a o i a  c c o i 7  
8 COO05 
v coo08  c c o o a  coo12  
A coo18  c o o i a  C C C ' O B  
A c o o l a  c o o i t )  c c o i 4  
P R I i l T  OUT V E M C R Y  
0 00001 F R I h T  OUT M E C O R Y  P?GG?AM U S E S  L U C A T I l I 4 S  1 T U  148  
L I N E  02601 








































I) 0'3001 02639 
02640 
K = 452CC L I N E  02640 PAGE G66 
K = 452CO L I N E  02641 P 4 L F  Q67 
SSSSN 
R 9COC8 00149 
P C O O O l  CCOO8 T A  
P 30001 CCOO8 TA 
R 00010 00003 
S 00010 00010 00007 
T PITHFIKCER R E A C S  
P 90000 COO08 T A  0505C5C706 
T 
P COOOl OCOO8 TA 
A 00010 C C O l O  OCC07 
s 00010 O C O l O  CC008 
G 00011 OCC31 O C O l O  
G 00013 00032 00010 
G 00015 00033 COO10 
G 00017 COO34 CC O l O  
G 00019 00035 00010 
C 00011 00009 OC006 COO06 
C 00013 0000’4 OCOC6 COO06 
C C O O 1 5  O O O O S  COCO6 COO06 
C 00017 00009 OOC06 COO06 
C 00019 00009 00006 COO06 
A 00010 00010 OCOO8 
C COO04 OC010 00005 
I OOOC3 t C O C C O O O O t O O  
I GO004 t452OOCOOtO5 
R 90008 00150 
E COO02 
B COO06 
F 00011 COO21 C O O 1 1  
F 00013 00021 CC013 
F C O O 1 5  00021 COO15 
F 00017 CCG2l COO17 
F 00019 00021 00019 
4 COO10 00010 C C C O R  
T PYSTIC FLCATIkG P C I h T  DECIPAL M E M U Q Y  P Q I Y T  F I V E  PER L I N F  
T 
B 00005 
P 00010 OCOO8 T A  0602C9C301090301090701C903010903 N S N N S N N S V N S N N S N N  
C 00004 O C O l O  00005 
I 00003 +O O O O C O C O t O C  
$264 1 





~ 2 6 4 7  






















6 GO006 02671 
62672 
02673 







n i;s0;~5 02652 
K = 45200 L I N E  02680 PAGE 067 
K = 452CO LINE 02681  P A M  068 
I COO04 +452OOCCO+O5 
R 9COC8 00150 
E COOC2 
V 00007 +5OCCCOCO+Ol 
v OOOC8 +1oocccco+o1  
V COO09 + G O C C C C O C + O C  
K COO20 
+ B OOOCl 
I COOC5 + l O C O C C C C + O l  
I 00006 +lOCOCCC0+02 
I 00007 +67108864+08 
A OOOC7 CCCO7 COO07 
I 00008  +cccocooo+oc  
D COOC9 00005  CC007 
I coo11 + 4 5 o c c c c o + o 2  
li 00030 OCOO8 COO09 
A COO08 COO08 CCCO5 
C COO09 O C O C S  COCO6 
H 00030 COO08 OGCC9 
c coo11 O G O O 8  O O C O l  
1 COO05 + O C O C C C C O + O O  
I 00006 +67108864+08 
A 00006  OC006 OCCO6 
I COOC7 + l O C C O C C O + O l  
I 00008 + 7 o c c c c c o + o 1  
I 00009 +50CCCCOO+Ol 
V COO17 +lOCCCCOO+OS 
v 00018 +S99S4S99+07 
V COO19 +80CCCCOO+Ol 
r\l 00001  








+ R  
H 
~~ 
00010 00001  COCO3 
00010 OCOC5 O C O l O  
00025 + l O O C C C C O + O l  
00010 OCOC5 GOO20 
00010 CC005 C O O 1 0  
00025 -10COCCCO+Ol 
O C O l O  O O O C 5  OCO20 
00129  
00001  OC004 COO05 
C C T P U T  C O N V E S T E R  USES LOCATIONS 1 TO 1 2 8  







8 00001  02688  
02689 
02690 




























I3 06129  02719  
02720 
K = 45220 LINE 02720 P4tiE C68 
K = 4522C L I N E  C2721 
H 00002  OOC04 CC005 
E c o o c 2  
R c o o 2 0  
C COOC7 O C O l C  CC022 
F 0 0 0 1 2  OCC76 C C O l O  
c 00012  CCOO8 CC02l 
s coo11 oooot3 CCCl2 
G 0 0 0 1 3  COO30 C O O 1 1  
M 0 0 0 1 4  00010 OC013 
M 00015  00014  OCO06 
A 00012  0 0 0 1 2  CCCC7 
E COO23 
* B 0 0 0 2 1  
S C O O 1 1  00012  CC008 
G 0 0 0 1 3  COO30 C O O 1 1  
0 00014  00010  C O O 1 3  
0 0 0 0 1 5  OC014 CC006 
A 00012  00012  CCOC7 
A 00015  00015  OC009 
C 0 0 0 1 5  C C O 1 8  COO23 
A 0 0 0 1 5  00015  CCCO9 
E 0 0 0 2 3  
B 00022  
0 00016  OCOC7 00010 
F 00012  OC076 COC16 
A 0 0 0 1 1  00012  0 0 0 1 9  
S 00012  00005 COO12 
G 0 0 0 1 3  OC030 C O O 1 1  
P 00014  COOL0 0 0 0 1 3  
C 00015  COO14 OCCO6 
C 0 0 0 1 7  0 0 0 1 5  CC023 
C C O O 1 3  0 0 0 2 9  C O O 1 1  
P 0 0 0 1 5  OC010 0 0 0 1 3  
A 00012  00012  OCOC7 
P 0 0 0 1 5  0 0 0 1 5  0 0 0 2 5  
H 00001 OC004 0 0 0 1 5  
H 0 0 0 0 2  OCC04 00012  
E 0 0 0 0 2  
B 00076  
B 0 0 0 2 3  
K 45220  L I N E  02760  
02721  
~ 2 7 2 2  
0 2  724 
02725  
U2726 






U 00021  0 2 7 3 3  
9 2 7 3 5  
02736  
0 2 7 3 7  
U2738 
0 2 7 3 9  
G 2  740 
0 2 7 4 1  
02742  
t! 123022 0 2 7 4 3  
0 2 7 4 4  
02745  
0 2 7 4 6  
0 2 7 4 7  
0 2 7 4 8  
b2749 
02750  
0 2 7 5 1  
0275.2 
6 2 7 5 3  
0 2 7 5 4  
U 0 0 0 2 3  (12755 
U2756 
3 2  757 
02758  
U2759 
8 00076  02760  
t; 06020  3 2 7 2 3  
02734  
P 4 b C  269 
K = 4522C L I N E  02761  P 4 G E  070  
G 0008G CC076 COC78 
R 00081  COO82 
R 00084 CG005 
D O O O e l  COO81 COO83 
C 00007 00081  COO86 
A COO84 COO84 CCO8l 
C 00084 O C O S O  COC89 
G COO87 OC091 CC084 
C OOO8C COO87 COO85 
S GOO84 CC084 CCO81 
C 00087 00080 CCG85 
A C O O 8 4  CCOH4 COO81 
B 00086 
H COO76 0007'3 COC84 
E OOC77 
v 00028 +1ccccoco+oe  
V 00082 +64CCCOCC+O2 
V COO83 +2COCCOCC+O1 
B COO85 
B 00089 
S 00084 COO84 C O O d l  
E 00085 
v 00090 +37CCCCCO+O2 
V 00091 + l O C C C C C C + O l  
V OOC92 + l C C C C G O O + O 2  
V 00093  +lOOCCCOO+O3 
V 00094 +1OOCCCCC+O4 
V COO95 +lOCCCCC0+05 
V OOC96 +lCCCGCCO+O6 
v OOC97 +1CGCCCOC+C7 
V 00098 + l O C O C C C O + O e  
V 00049 + l O C C C C O O + O 9  
v 00100 + 1 o c c c o c o + 1 C  
v C O l O l  + l G C C C C C O + l l  
v c0102  + 1 0 c 0 c c c 0 + 1 2  
V 00103  +1CCCCOCO+13 
V 00104 +1COCCCC0+14 
v 00105  +lOCCCOC0+1S 
V GO106 +lOCCCC00+16 









































K = 4522C 
co 
W 
L I N E  02800 PAGE G70 
(0 K = 45220 
0 
v 00108 +1CCOGCC0+18 
V 00109  +10COCOO0+19 
v 00110 + 1 o c c o o o o + 2 c  
v 00111  + 1 o o c c c o o + 2 1  
v 00112 + 1 o o c c c o o + 2 2  
V 00113  +lOOCC000+23 
V 00114 +10000000+24  
V 00115 +lOCCCOOO+25 
V 00116 +lCOCCOOO+26 
V 00117  +10000000+27  
v 00118 + i o c o o c o c + 2 a  
V 00119 +lOOOCC00+29 
V 00120 +10COCOO0+30 
V 00121  +1COOCOO0+31 
v 00122 + 1 o c c o o c o + 3 2  
V 00123  +1000COC0+33 
V 00124 +lOOOCOCO+34 
V 00125 +10CC0000+35 
V GO126 +100CC000+36 
V 00127  +lOCOCCOO+37 
V 00128 +lOOCCC00+38 
K 00000 
V 00602 +42200000+03  
V 00696 +1010C000+03 
V 00691  +181CCCCO+O3 
V 41520 +2000C000+01 
30 411C1 
K = O C C O O  
L I N E  02801  
L I N E  02840  
PAGE 0 7 1  
0 2 8 0 1  
02802 


















0 2 8 2 1  
02822 





0 2 8 2 8  
02829  
02830 
0 2 8 3  1 
02832 




0 2 8 3 7  
02838  
02839  
0 2 840  
PAGE 071 
K = C C C O O  
K = CCOOO 























































K =  
OC050 
OOC70 
00  1co 
0 0 1 1 0  
0 0 1  15 
00 12c  
O C  1 7 5  
0 0  130 
0 0 1 3 5  
OC140 
0 0 1 4 5  
O C  15C 
00  155 
0 0 1 8 0  




4 5 0 0 0  
451CO 
4 5 1 5 0  
452CO 
4 5 2 2 0  
F U N C T I O Y  I N C E X  B Y  K-CARD 
PAGE L I h E  K =  PAGE L I N E  K =  
0 0 1  COO04 
0 0 1  COO28 
0 0 3  0 0 0 8 4  
0 0 4  0 0 1 3 3  
0 0 4  0 0 1 4 1  
0 0 4  C0149 
0 0 4  0 0 1 5 7  
C05 0 0 1 6 4  
0 0 5  CC172 
C05 0 0 1 8 0  
C05 0 0 1 8 8  
C05 0 0 1 9 6  
006  C02C4 
C06 0 0 2 1 2  
0 0 8  C0307 
0 2 8  OlOSS 
0 2 9  C1144 
0 2 8  C1088 
0 6 1  0 2 4 2 6  
0 6 4  0 2 5 4 1  
0 6 5  0 2 5 9 8  
0 6 6  0 2 6 2 8  
0 6 8  0 2 6 8 7  
PAGE L I N E  K =  PAGE L I N E  
K =  
OC050 




oc 1 2 c  
00125 
00130 
00 1 3 5  
OC140 
00145 




























































F U N C T I O N  I N C E X  BY K-CARD 
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CAMEO Operators to  Control Encoding for the Advanced Mystic Machine. 
Effect on Emoding Control Registers 
Clear the Q-table of a11 previous 
entries and se t  theK register to zero.  
Add the number p to the K register. 
Set the L register to the number p. 
Add the pair p, q to the Q-tnble of 
add res s equ ivn lents . 
Terminate encoding and begin esccu- 


















Function in Support of Encoding 
Make location p a logical flow con- 
nector for  the commands which 
follow. 
Record in location p the floating point 
number (m, n) for  use as a given value 
in the object program. 
Record in location p the symbol 1 as a 
coded floating point integer for  use 
as a given word in the object program. 
CAMEO Operators Representing Advanced Mystic Commands. 
Advanced Mystic Command 
Add the contents of locations q and 
r and place the sum into location p. 
Compare the contents of location p 
with the contents of location q. If 
contents-of-p exceeds contents-of-q 
transfer to location r, if contents- 
of-q exceeds contents-of-p trans- 
fer to location s, if contents-of-p 
equals contents-of-q continue with 
next instruction. 
Compare the contents of p and the 
contents of q. If contents-of-p 
exceeds contents-of-q, transfer to 
location r. Otherwise continue. 
Divide the contents of location q by 
the contents of location r and place 
the quotient into location p. 
Exit from the current instruction 
sequence by transferring to location p. 
Store in location q + 1 the point-of- 
return, in cell q + 2 the number r - q, 
in cell q + 3 the number p - q, and 
transfer to location q. 
98 







(Notes 2, 4) 
Load, 




(Notes 3, 4, 5) 
Print 
Advanced Mystic Command 
Get into location p the contents of the 
location specified by the number q 
plus the contents of location r. 
Hold the contents of location r in the 
location specified by the number p 
plus the contents of location q. 
Initialize location p to the value (m, n) 
a normalized floating point number. 
Jump to the program in system stor- 
age designated by the contents of 
location p. 
Load into successive locations begin- 
ning with p, contents-of-q records from 
the alphanumeric input medium indicated 
by a ;  where the i-th word in each record 
is the integer equivalent of an input field, 
ci characters long, of type d i ,  and b such 
sets  of field descriptors follow in suc- 
ceeding command records. 
Load into successive locations begin- 
ning with p, contents-of-q words from 
the machine-word input medium indi- 
cated by r. 
Multiply the contents of locations q and 
r and place the product into location p. 
Name location p a logical flow con- 
nector for  the coding which follows. 
Print  from successive locations begin- 
ning with p, contents-of-q entitled 
records on the alphanumeric medium 
indicated by a ;  where the i-th field of 
each record, ci characters long, of type 
d, is determined from the i-th integer 
of the record, and b such sets of field 
descriptors follow in succeeding com- 
mand records. 
Print from successive locations begin- 
ning with p, contents-of-q words on 
the machine-word-output medium in- 
dicated by r. 
99 







Advanced Mystic Command 
Replace the contents of location p by 
the contents of location q. 
Subtract the contents of location r from 
the contents of location q and place 
remainder into location p. 
Load the title register positions 1-71 
with characters t, to  t 71. 
Unpack the integer portion of the float- 
ing point number stored in location 
q and s tore  the integer in location p. 
The contents of location q remain 
unaltered. 
Transfer to  the machine language sub- 
routine located a t  p, with interface 
vector x1 . . . x13. 
instruction makes it possible to transfer to a function and after i ts  execution, continue to the 




In case the input medium is tape, a special interpretation is placed on the contents of q as follows: 
if g is zero backspace one file, if q is the negative integer -n, backspace n records. 
In case the output medium is tape, a special interpretation is placed on the contents of q as follows: 
if a is zero, write end-of-file; if q is negative, rewind. 
The field a contains four characters. The leftmost is one of (C, P, T) for Card, Printer,  Tape, 
respectively. The next is one of (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I) for  selection of units within the type. 
The next is either blank or  B, for  decimal o r  (Binary) machine-word, respectively. The field 
c, . . . c18 consists of eighteen two-digit numbers. The field d, . . . d,, consists of eighteen letters 
where each is one of (A, N, F, S) for  Alphabetic, Numeric, Full-numeric and Skipped. In case di  
is A, ci  must not exceed 4 ;  in case di is N, c i  must not exceed 9; in case di  is F, ci must not 
exceed 8 ; when di is S, c may be as large as 15. 






Drum Wri t e  
Table B5 
CAMEO Operators to Utilize 1107 Drum. 
Symbol 
YOOOO1(p) 
Advanced Mystic Command 
Clear drum and set  up drum I/O. 
p, the maximum number of cells allowed 
for  a series, is (nominally 10,000). 
Read from drum storage to main memory: 
p, series number,* 
q, main memory destination of series, and 
r, alternate return point for zero series. 
Wri te  series on drum from main memory: 
p, series number,* 
q, number of words in series,** and 
r, absolute memory location of series. 
*Each series placed on the drum is tagged with a number between 1 and 50. This number multiplied by p from 
YO0001 determines the drum location of the series. 
**This number is stored according to the series number in absolute memory locations 1 thru 50 after each 
drum write. 
101 
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Appendix C 
Sample Series Printout 
103 
1111 111111lIl I I I I1 I II 
-0 4 
5 5 3 3 1  07 0 X 10 X C O S (  CO .4+C le-0 1 C + O 1  u -03?+bOt - tG  C C + O O H  1 
-0 4 










-2 748263 4 





4 7 i 1 1 9 3  9 
-4 - 7 5 1  1 9 3 3  
-0 4 
x 10  x 
-0 4 
x 10 x 
-0 4 
x 10 x 
-0 4 
x 10 x 
-0 4 
x 10 x 
-0 4 
x 10 x 
-0 5 
x 1c x 
-0 5 
x 10 x 
-0 5 
x 10 x 
-0 5 
x 10 x 
-0 5 
x 10 x 
-0 5 
x 10 x 
-0 5 
x 10 x 
-0 5 
x 1c x 
-0 0 
x 1c x 
-0 3 
x 10 x 
c o s  
cos  
C O A + 0 C @ + 0 1 C + 0 1 0 + 0 2 E + O O F + O  CG+OOH) 
C O A + O C e + 0 1 C - 0 1 0 + 0 2 E + O D F + O  O C + O O H )  
COS( C O A + O  I B + O ~ C + O ~ ~ - O ~ E + O O F + O  C G + O O H )  
COS( 00 A + C  l B - 0 1 C + 0 1  O+OlE+OOF+O CC+OOH)  
COS( COA+020+0lC+OlD+02E+OOF+O O G + O O H )  
C O S ( 0 0 A + C ~ @ - 0 1 C + 0 1 ~ - 0 2 E + ~ O F + O O G + O O H )  
C O S (  C O A + C ~ ~ + O ~ C + O ~  o + o iE+OOF+O C G + O O H )  
C 0 S ( CO A + 0 2 R -  0 1 C+ 01 0- 0 1 E + UO F +O CG+ 0 0 t i  ) 
c o s  
c o s  
c o s  
c o s  
105 





3.451 052 9 
-1.5033963 








7. F! 77126 f? 
-0 6 
x 1 3  x 
-3 6 
x 13 x 
-3 6 
x IC x 
-0 6 
x 10 x 
-0 6 
x 10 x 
-0 6 
x 10 x 
-0 b 
x 10 x 
-0 6 
x 1c x 
-0 6 
x 10 x 
-0 6 
x 1c x 
-0 6 
x 10 x 
-0 6 
x 10 x 
-0 6 
x 1C x 
-0 6 
x 10 x 
-0 7 
x 10  x 
-0 7 
x 1c x 
cos  
cn s 
c o s  
c o s  
C O ~ ( 0 0 A + 0 ~ B + O l C + O l U + O 2 E + l J O F + ~ O G + O O H )  
COS( 00 A + O  ?R-OlC+Ol U - O 2 E + O O F + O  C G + O O H )  
COS( C O  A+C4E+ol C+010+01 E + O O F + O O G + O O t i  1 
C 0 5 ( CO A + 0 4 B -  0 1 C + 0 1 U- 0 1 E + (10 F +3 C G +  0 OH 
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il I 1 1 1 1 1  I 
-0 7 
6.9234092 X 10 X C O ~ ( C O A + O C B + 0 1 C + 0 1 D + O 4 E + O Q F + O O G + Q O H )  
-0 7 
-6.92340'32 X 10 X C O S ( 0 0 A + O C B + O l C - 0 1 D + O 4 E + d O F + O ~ ~ + O O H )  
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